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Council of Europe Worried by Yugoslav Situation 

LD2606 105391 Helsinki Suomen Vieisradio Network 

in Finnish 1000 GMT 26 Jun 9] 

[Text] The Council of Europe 1s worried about the 
situation in Yugoslavia and plans to keep a close eve on 

the developments in the country. Swedish Foreign Min- 
ister Sten Andersson said in Helsinks today. He believes 

that the Council cannot at this stage do anything cise but 
urge the Yugoslavs to solve their problems by dialoguc 
Andersson 1s chairman of the Munrstenal Committee. 
the decrssonmaking organ of the Council 

The Council of Europe today continued its mectings in 
Helsinki. Sovict delegation leader Aleksey Yeliseves 

announced in his news conference that the Sovict Union 
will take part in the Council's discussion on the Baltics. 

where the presidents of the three Baltic countries all 

address the mecting. According to Yelrsevev. the Baltuc 
question 1s an internal matter of the Sovect Union which 

does not belong to the Council of Europe. However, the 
Soviet delegation will take part in the discussion because 
of the great publicity received because of the matter, aad. 
if needed, it 1s prepared to give further information on its 

stance. he said. The discussion on the Baltocs will be held 
tomorrow morning 

EC Fails To Agree on Ending Border Controls 

10206081791 Parts AFP in Enelish O328 GMI 

2 Jun Yl 

[Text] Luxembourg. June 27 (AFP)}—European Commu- 
nity ministers responsible for mmmuigration failed here on 
Wednesday [26 June] in a new attempt to do away with 
border checks on mtra-Community travelers when the 
EC Single Market comes into force at the start of 1993 

An old Anglo-Spanish quarrel over Gubraltar prevented 
conclusion of an agreement that was otherwise virtually 
complete, diplomatic sources sand. The ministers 

decided to continuc talks on the matter here on Monday 
A German source said that in the meantime the E¢ 

heads of state or government meeting here on Friday and 
Saturday would be informed about the rssuc 

Earlier this month, Luxembourg Justice Minister Marc 
Fischach said “enormous progress” had been made 
towards climinating controls on traveler [sentence as 
received] 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 1 

Estonia's Meri Speaks at Helsinki Seminar 

1D2606104291 Helaunksa Suomen Vlesradi Network 

m Finrish 1900 GMT 24 Jun 9! 

[Text] The Baluc countries expect the Council of Europe 
mecting. scheduled to be held in Helsinki. to rarse the 
problems of the Bali Countnes in a more international 

was than before. Estonian Foresygn Minister Lennart 
Men stated today im Helsinki that in their strivings. 

Estoma. Latvia. and Lithuania are unanimous. Mer was 
taking part in a seminar held by the conservative parties 

group in the Council of Europe. concentrating on the 
situation 1 > the Sovect Unson and the Baltsc countrics. as 
well as the future of conservative parties in a changing 

Europe 

Japan, EC Said Close to Relations Accord 

1 2°61 23291 Parts AFP in Enelish 1208 GAT 
Jun 91 

[Text] Brussels. June 27 (AFP}—Japan and the Euro- 
pean Community (EC) are close to agreement on the teu 

of a yount declaration to define their future political and 

cconomrn relations. diplomatic sources sand here 

Thursday [27 June} 

One diplomat involved im negotiations on the rssuc said 
differences between EC countrnes and the Japanese Gov- 
ernment had been narrowed over the last week. He 

expected the declaration to be issued as planned during 
the visit of Japanese Prime Minister Toshrki Harfu to 

The Hague on July 18 for an EC-Japan summit 

Negotiations between the two sides have been troubled 
by the EC's unsestence that the document should include 
commitments by Japan to open up its market to Euro- 

pean goods 

Japan wants the declaration to focus more on politics. 

and has resisted suggestions that it should pledge a wider 
opening of its markets as the price for unstitutronalised 

political dialogue with tie EC. But diplomats sand the 

two sides were close to agreement on a chowe of words 
that would reflect European anxiety about the EC's trade 

deficn with Japan. but in a way more acceptable to the 

Japanese 

The declaration 1s on the agenda of a two-day EC 

leadership summit in Luxembourg on Friday and Sat- 

urday 
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independence Movement in SFRY Causes Concern 

Governors Attend Celebrations 

10 2706090291 Vienna UTIENER ZEITUNG 

in German 27 Jun Yi pl 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] “Everything 1s quict along 
the border, | was able to enter Slovenia without any 
problems.” said Vienna Mayor Helmut Zilk. who 

attended the independence celebrations in Ljubljana 
yesterday cvening together with Governors Krainer 
[Stvnia]. Ratzenbocck [Upper Austra]. and Zernatio 
|Carnmthia], and Cannthia’s Deputy Governor Ambrozy 

However, Zilk had to acknowledge the tense atmosphere 
by interrupting his flight to Lyubljana in Klagenfurt and 
continuing by bus from there because all airports in 
Slovenia—as well as some border checkpoints (Sezena 

and Nova Gorica}—had been closed 

In Lyubljana Zilk stated that he came as the representa- 

tive of Vienna and not of “official Ausina.” Recognition 
tor Slovenia's independence will come “as sure as the 

amen in a prayer.” The Austrian Government will cer- 
tainly need time. Zilk also believes that the over- 

whelming majority of the people im Vienna support 

Slovenia’s decision. He critecized the atintude of US 

Secretary of State Baker in not recognizing the indepen- 
dence of Slovenia and Croatia 

Said Zilk: “There are also constraints, we are standing 
before the doors of the EC, and | do understand that the 
foreign minister [identity not specified] 1s not doing that 
just in passing. but the caravan moves on, the Danube 
flows toward the sea, and so does the Drava. Recognition 
will come. regardless of who rs still whining about 1 at 

the moment.” 

Styna’s Governor Josef Kramer stressed that he and his 

colleagues had come to Slovenia to express sympathetic 
feelings and solidarity. The process of democratization 

and self-determination must proceed with calm. he 
stressed. [passage omitted] 

Vranitzky on Use of Force 

1 2606123591 Lienna Oesterrewch bins Radi Network 

in German 1000 GMT 26 Jun 9! 

{interview with Chancellor Franz Vraniuzky by Ernest 
Hauer “after a routine mecting of the National Defense 
Council in Vienna” —recorded] 

[Text] [Vranstzky] We stick to our opimon and our line 
that the right to self-determination of the republics and 

the democratic developments started there are exclu- 
sively the affair of the peoples who live in Yugoslavia 

The current development once again requires us to 
appeal not to use force in the new shaping of the political 
conditions im Yugoslavia, not to use means of armed 
intervention by any side. This 1s the most important 

thing. With a newly shaped Yugoslavia—and only the 
future will show whether it wall continue to bear this 

AUSTRIA 
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name—the other countnes, in particular the neighboring 

countncs, want to keep intact and maimtain coonomaec, 
cultural, tourrstec, tabor market relatrons—thal 1s. very 

many relations. They want to do so not Icast im the 
interest of the peoples who live there 

|Haucr] Belgrade has announced, however. the intention 

lo exer! Massive pressure, up to the use of the Army. Will 

the Ausinan Government make something lke an 

appeal to Belgrade not to react with force to the secession 
of the two republics” 

[Vranuzky] We have repeatedly stressed, and | do so 

again today. that the use of force 1s certainly the most 
unsuitable means to solve political probiems 

[Hauer] In thes case. even though 1 continucd to be an 
internal Yugoslav affair im terms of imternational law, 
would this have diplomatic consequences for Austna’s 

relations with Yugoslavia” 

[Vranstzky] Thrs cannot really be pudged at the moment 

[Hauer] Could u be assumed that thrs would lead to 
consequences” 

[Vranuzky] The situation ts too important and too 
serious to speculate about what would happen if some- 

thing clse happened 

Defense Minister on Situation 

1l 2606123991 Vienna Oesterroih bins Radiw Network 
m German 1000 GMT 6 Jun 9) 

[Interview with Defense Minister Werner Fasslabend by 
Robert Stoppacher “after a routine meeting of the 
National Defense Council in Vienna” —recorded] 

[Text] [Fasslabend] | have repeatedly explained that we 
have been prepared for any devclopments in Yugoslavia 

for quite some time, that we have made appropriate 
preparations to master any kind of critecial situation of 

various imensity that might affect Austna 

[Stoppacher] Do you have information from \ ugoslavia 
that the situation there might escalate mm military terms” 

|Fasslabend] When parts of a state declare indepen- 
dence, one naturally has to expect that critecal situations 

may arise. Therefore. we are observing the developments 

in Yugoslavia with utmost attention. Austria 1s prepared 
for the fact that there might be movements of refugees 
and critical situations directly at the border. Of course, 
very real preoaratrons have been made for that, that 

means, not only plans but it has been sect down exactly 
what has to be done where and by whom 

[Stoppacher] Asked im general terms, did yesterday's 
steps by Slovenia and Croatia rarse the threat to Ausina” 

|Fasslabend] | think that the declaration of imdepen- 
dence 1s one act and that even though everything else can 
be seen mn connection with i, it 1s not directly affected by 
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. that a date 1s only onc ricm im a chain of develop- 

ments, whech have to be watched 

[Stoppacher] That means the hectsc state mm the Defense 
Ministry has not increased since yesterday” 

[Fasslabend] It has not 

Mock Demands SFRY Statement 

10 2°06122191 Veenna Ocsterrach Eins Radi Network 

in German 1000 GUT 27 Jun 9! 

[ Text} [Announcer] The Austrian Foresygn Minister com- 
mented today on the situation in Slovenia, Croatia, and 

Yugoslavia in general. Agathe Zupan reports from his 
news conference 

[Zupan] Strained but calm. the foreign minister bricfs 
the public after a morning filled with telephone calls 
The central government in Belgrade was asked to make a 
Statement on the unusual military activities within 48 
hours. According to Mock. 1 remains to be seen what 1s 
to be done mn addition 

[Begin Mock recording] | want to be very outspoken and 
State that we woll strectly adhere to the norms of inter- 

national law in our course of action and thal we are not 
interfering in Yugoslavia’s internal affairs. However, we 
will fully use the CSCE rules for the securing of all the 
principles that are also contained im the Paris Charter 

[end recording] 

{Zupan] This charter provides. among other things. for 
talks among the CSCE states |! one member state has 
domestic policy problems |) ssult mm violence. As 

already mentioned, i 1s still wncicar if and when there 

will be deliberations. The foreign minister wants to wait, 
but he stresses that the time of the communism of tanks 
1s over and that violence 1s not a solution. By the way, in 

Mock’s opimon the order to send tanks to Slovenia came 
from the Army. not from the government in Belgrade 

He 1s asked a question that was repeatedly put in the past 
few days: When will Austria recognize Slovenia and 
Croatia as independent states’ 

[Begin Mock recording] Tie fulfillment of certain pre- 
conditions of mternatronal law and political consider- 

ations are required for this, since we are trying to act 
Strictly in accordance with the norms of diplomatic 

courtesy and international law. We continue to have 

diplomatic relatrons with the central state. jend 
recording] 

Mock will confer with the mteror minister in the next 

few hours. One topic, among others, will be a possible 
recommendation to the Austrian people not to travel to 
Yugoslavia for the time being 

AUSTRIA 3 

Mock Summons SFRY Ambassador 

10 2 °06091391 Tienna DER STANDARD in German 
27 Jun Yipl 

[“poss” report: “Mock Warns Beigrade Government 
“No Solutsons by Force™] 

[Text] Veenna—in view of the dramatic developments. 
Foreign Munistcr Alon; Mock summoned SFRY Ambas- 
sador Ivan Brnchc on Wednesday aficrnoon [26 Junr] 
As Mock told DER STANDARD. he “emphatically 

appcalcd to Belgrade not to use force.” to contenuc the 
dialoguc. and not to strive for a “Jaruzcisks solutvon™ 
after the declarations of independence by Slovenia and 
(Croatia 

Foreign Minister Mock referred to a solution involving a 
military “governor’—simuilar to the solution that was 
implemented in Poland after the imposition of martial 
law: “Theres would make the situation even more compl:- 

cated than «t already 1. 

Mock stressed that he had rsued the order to check 
whether. m view of the unusual military movements. 

circumstances are sufficrent to put the CSCE crrsis 
management mechanism into motion 

Tanks Block Border Checkpoint 

11 2 06074891 Vienna ORF Teletent im German 
O41 GMT 2° Jun 9 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted) This morning Yugoslav 
tanks blocked the border checkpoint ai Radkersburg on 
the border between Austria and Yugoslavia. the first 
Austrian-Y ugosiay border checkpornt to be blocked. It 1s 
said that ¥) tanks lined up on the Yugoslav side. At other 
checkpornts it was still possible to enter Yugoslavia, but 
customs officials advised against dome, so 

Radkersburg Checkpoint Open 

11 2706104191 Vienna Oesterreich Lins Radw Network 

im German 1000 GMT 2° Jun 91 

[Text] The situation at the borders between Austria and 
Yugoslavia ts unclear at the moment. The Radkersburg 
border checkpormt was blocked only for a short tome. 

Now this checkpomt 1 open agai. The checkpornt at 
Loibipass has been closed by Yugoslav military units 

Sicheldorf and Spicifcld have also been closed. Further 
developments at the borders cannot be predicted at the 
moment. Both Austnan automobile clubs, OcAMT( 
and ARBOec. urgently advise against travel to or through 
Yugoslavia 

Styrian Police Reinforced 

102 060900791 Vienna ORF Teletext in German 
OSSS GMT 27 Jun 9! 

[Text] As a first reaction to the tank line-up mn Slovenia 
and the closing of the Radkersburg border checkport, 
rural police forces in southern Styria were reinforced this 
morning 



4 ALSTRIA 

The crvses staff of the Stynan land government has been 
m scsoon om Graz Castle sence thes morning 

The Veenna Defense Ministry has announced that there 

8 MO direct reason for using the Army. Al the moment 
there are neviher troop trensicrs nor special alerts. How- 

ever, one prepared tor anything 

Border at Loibipass Blocked 

102-6092 7°91 Teenna ORF IT dletest in Gorman 

1916 GMT oO” Jun 9 

{Text}) According to the latest reports by the Austrian 
automobile club AR BOc. the Ausirian-Y ugoslay border 
at the Loibipass was blocked by Yugoslav military wnets 

at 1005 today 

The muelstary 1s also trying to reach the border at the other 
border checkpornts with Yugoslavia (Sprcifcld. Radkers- 

burg). However, Croatian and Slovene trucks are pre- 
venting thai for the treme being 

ARBOe generally advises against travel to or through 
Yugoslavia at the moment 

President Waldheim Invited To Visit Cyprus 

1 2 06095591 Tienna WIENER ZETTUNG 
im German 2° Jun Yipa 

[Text] Presedent Kurt Waldherm has been mnvited by hes 

Cypreot counterpart. Ycoryros Vasslrou, for an offical 

visit 

Vassilrou stressed the work of Austria and ( yprus at the 

CSCE withen the framework of the ncutral and non 

aligned states 

(ine of the common rmsucs between the two countrees ms 

the path toward the Et Vassrlrou sand 
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Officials ‘Optimistic’ on EES Agreement 

i 2 “W095 29] Vienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
m trorman 2° Jun 91 p 2 

[Excerpt] The preparations for the European Economx 
Space [EES] are already mm full se .ng Thes was reported 
al a press conference m Vocnna vesierday by Saic 
Secretary for European Affairs Pens Jankowrnsch and 
Covel Servece Sate Secretary Peter Kostctka. A package 
of measures 1s to prepare the Ausinan crvel servants for 
thew mow tasks 

Jankowrtsch  optumetea: His “appomtment book” 
envisages the politecal agreement on the EES on | August 
1991. the agreement os then to be mutsaled on | 
November. [passage omiticd] 

rade With Hungary Reported at Record Levels 

1 On J02991 Teenna DIL PRESSE on German 
M Jun 9i P j? 

[Emch Hoorn report: “Hungary Is More Important tor 
Vienna Than the USSR. Export Boom Despric Problems 
With Payments’ | 

[Excerpts] Budapesi—[passage omitted] After record 
results on bilateral trade between Auttr+a and Hungary in 
1985. trade had declined by 1987. In 1989 dowhic-<dign 
growth rates were achreved again. Last year caports rose 
by 20.8 percent to 10.5 bullion schelongs. imports 
mecreased by 11.4 percent to 8.7 tilhon, whech const 
tuted mew record results. Thes year the dymamrsm has 
prcked up even more speed. sw Josef Schwarz. trade 
delegate m Budapest. capects exports of 11.5 to 12 
tilhon schillings and wmports of more than 9 bilhon 

schillongs. [passage omitted] 

The number of pornt ventures also increased sharply. (1 
Hungary's more than 7.300 jornt ventures with the West 
25 to MM) percent go to Austria. According to estemates by 
the trade delegate. Austria participatcs with $400 million 
to $5000 millon mn the overall mnvesiments of $1.6 bilhon 
About 60 percent of the proyects are workeng mm produc- 
tron, 4) percent mm trade, and 10 percent om the service 
sector. [passage omitted] 
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Secretary Hurd Condemns kuvaiti Death Sentences 

LD 2906152991 London PRESS AS9OCT ATION 

om Enmelish 1542 GUT ™ Jun 9! 

[Repo by Trevor Mason. parkamentary chect reporter] 

[Text] Foregn Secretary Douglas Hurd today jounce 
Labour m the [House of] Commons to condemn death 
sentences handed down by courts m Kuwan. Mr. Hurd 
at gucstion tume, also warned Isracl that continue 
burldeng of settlements mm the occupied territoncs was 
“one of the major obstacies™ to Mioddic East peace 

Shadow foreign secretary Gerald Kaufman urged hem to 
tell the Kuwants Government “that those of ws who were 
most determined that Kuwan should be bherated arc 
among the most sad and worned at the capital sentences 
berng passed mn Kuwart” Theres policy should be ahan- 
donned. he added 

Mr. Kaufman. commenting on Middle East conference 
prospects, sand contenucd burlding mm the occupied terr- 
torres was “probably the greatest single obstacle to 
peace” 

Mr. Hurd cad: “1 share your concern about trials and 
sentences m Kuwart, As! understand 1. the cmur has not 

confirmed these sentences ~ 

He sand he also agreed with Mr. Kaufman about Israch 
settlements. “There = no dow. that the continucd 
policy of establishing settlements 1s one of the major 

obstacies to any sensible peace process.” 

Death Sentences ( ommuted 

112606164291 London AUNA im Arabic 1855 GUT 

‘Jun 91 

[Text] London, 26 Jun (KUNA}—It was announced here 
today that Kuwait: Prome Monster Shaykh Sa'ad al- 
“Abdaliah al-Salom has mnformed the Britrsh Promc Men- 
ister John Mayor, during his talks with hom today. that 
“he has commuted all death sentences passed im 

Kuwan” 

Thes came im a statement released by the Prome Monrs- 
ters Office at Downing Street following talks between 
Shaykh Sa'ad and John Major which sand “that Shaykh 

Saad has indicated to the British prime moenrster that a 
Statement to thes effect will be msued later today by the 
Kuwarts Ministry of Justice” 

The statement added that John Major also we! med 
thes decrman. The round of talks between Shaykh Saad 
and Mayor lasted 4) minutes. It 1s worth mentioning that 
the Courts Martial mm Kewar have passed 29 death 
sentences on people whose collaboratron with the Iraq: 
cocupation authorities was estabirshed after they helped 

and assisted the Iraqi enemy during its cocupation of 
Kuwart. The Courts Martial was set up after the lhera- 
tron of Kuwart last February to try those who collaho- 
rated and acted im colluson with the Iraq: cocupy ing 

LNITED KINGDOM s 

authoriiecs and also to tr. tear eho commited murdct 

and rape during the pened of + he tyranna dl Irag: ooce- 
pabor of Kuwart 

Kewant has proveded ali icgal means to the defendants 
whe are currently, bem treed sence & appointed lawyers 
to dctend them. as well 25 alloweng acesmen and repre- 

Miatives of humat tarian organ zateons to aticnd these 

trials 

Minister Urges Isracl To Release Hostages 

LD 2006218591 London PRESS tSSOC LITTON 

mi melivh MM GUI Jun 9! 

{Report by Alon Litic. parhamentary staff] 

[Teat) Foren (iffice Minester of Siate Douglas Hogg 
today m the Commons called on Isracl to release os 

hostages and withdras from sowth Lehanon Mr Hogg 
who carher thes month became the first Britrsh moenester 

since 1985 to vest the Lehanon. condemned the holding 
of hostages as “evil” He save at question tome the 
goveramem strongls supported the Lebanese authorities 
attempts to reassert control on the south of the cowntry 

and was anwows to sce the Palesteman and Hizshallah 

mulrtisa on the sowth dinarmed He stressed the wmpor- 

tance of an Israch Arm withdrawal trom the Lebanon 
as required by the UN Securit, C owncil 

But Mr. Hogg ruled out any lyokage of the release of 
hostages held by Isracl with the release of Western 

hostages held mm the Lebanon. “We have never acoepted 

a nkage between those held by the Israch Government 

and Western hostages. because firstly vou don't link one 
evil with another evil and secondly we dont have the 

capacity to make leract deliver anythong If we accepted 
a lnkage. the postion of Western hostages might be 
worse rather than better ~ 

He went on: “Haveng sand that, rt rs extremely emportant 
that we all work for the reicase of all hostages It 1s highly 
desirable that the Grovernment of Istact should release 
Shaykh ‘Uhayd and the detarnees om south Lebanon At 
the same tome. the Grovernment of Ieract has a pertect!y 
legitemate mtcrest mm securing the return of the hodies of 

thew servicemen om the Lehanon. and any whe arc nore 
lveng. 

Shadow Foreign Secretary Gerald Kaufman praned Mr 

Hogg 's courage mm visiting such a dangerous country He 

added “1 hope your visit will demonstrate to the rela. 
tives of Britesh hostages John Mict arthy. Jack Mann and 
Terr. Wanrte that thes whole House rs determined to bring 
about ther freedom ~ 

Mr. Hogg responded by paying tribute to Brith staff 
rewdent om the Lebanon aad to the hostages families 
“extraordmmary courage and forehearance’” He had par 

tewlar prance for cx-gilot Jackee Mann's wife, Sunny 

“She os an clderty lady. living om Berrut, five storeys up 
on a bieck of fats and she has to carry the water up She 

ma very brave lady and this Howse needs to know that 
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Ministry Summons Soviet Envoy on Withdrawal ies 

LD290619189!1 Hambure DP tin iecrman 1824 GUT 

oS Fa OI 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DPA}—In Bonn today the Foreign 
Monestry urged treaty adherence m response i« a Sownt 
threat te delay troop withdrawal from casicrn Usermany 

if the FRG docs not begin conmstructson of houssng for 
soldects. A menrsiry spokesman sand thes evening that the 
Sovect ambassador «as summoned. ft was made cicar to 
hem that the Federal Government capects the Soviet 

i noon to fulfill sts treaty obligations. [passage omrttcd] 

According to the Foresgn Moenistry. 1 was ported out to 
the Sovect ambassador that the Sovect L mon commutied 

tect! on the two-plus-four treaty and wm the German- 
Sovict treaty on the remamung stay and withdrawal to 

withdraw its troops hy the end of 1994. In the German- 

Sovect transrtsonal agreement of 1990 the Federal Gov- 
ernment agreed to support Moscow's howseng construc- 
thon program to the tence of 78 bilhon marks. Its 
mmplementatvon s a maticr for the Sovects. The Federal 
Crovernment dud not have to assume thes responsibelity 

The treaty dees not specify any syachromzaton of 
Soviet troop withdrawal and the housing construction 

program 

‘No Dowbt on Withdrawal 

LDon 1019! Harethure DPA in German 1623GMT 

™” Jun y/ 

[Text] [No datetime as recerved] The Foren Moenrstry 

imtends to take up the matter [the slowdown on the Soviet 

troop withdrawal) mmmecdiatel) and talk to the Sovoct 

side, according to a spokesman. There was no dow at 
the Foreign Minystry that the withdrawal would procecd 
mn accordance with the treaty 

Agreement Signed on USSR Troop Return by Sea 
LDOn061T 4691 Berlin ADS oe German 1100GMT 

Jun 9! 

[Text] Bergen (ADN}—An agreement on the return of 
Soviet troops from Germany by sca has been signed mm 

Murkran (Rucgen Island). The arm 1s to reduce transpor- 
tatron costs as the troops withdraw 

The agreement was reached by the German Reichsbahn 
Mukran ferry network. the Lithuaman shipping com- 
pany Klaipeda, the German shipping company Rostock 

GMBH. and the Western group of the Sovict Armed 
Forces 

(9m the bases of the agreement. the movement. which has 
already been mn effect sence November of last year. could 
be better planned Approwmately 2.200 freight wagons 
per month are to be transported back by sca 

The agreement 1s valbd wate) 41 December 1993 
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Stoltenberg “leets Press on Baker. Scowcroft Talks 

LD™6061 70991 Hambw ¢ DP 4 on German 1536 GUT 

™ Jun 91 

[Text] Washington (DPA}—U'S. Sccictary of State 
James Baker 1s. according to Defense Minister Grcrhard 
Stohenberg. optumrstxc that the outstanding gucstions 

concerning a disarmament treaty on long-range nucicar 
missiles (START) can be solwed “neat month” Thes 
could take place “relatively soon.” Stoltenberg. «ho met 
Baker and National Security Adveser Brent Scowcroft 
yesterday. told journalists om Washington today After 

the Sovects corrected them “treaty svrolation” regarding 
the treaty on conventional forces m Europe (CFE). thes 

can now proceed to follow up negotiations on upper 
personne! lomuts. Here there are no basic problems with 

the NATO partners. Stoltentterg ruled out the possibelity 
of Germany's troop strength dropping below the 370.000 
men agreed with the Sovect Umon im the process of 
German unity. Bonn cupects the others to follow thr 

(serman “advance concesson.~ 

Confers With Perez de Cuellar 

4l n08098 “Ul Frankturt/Main FRINAFURTER 
GE WEINE on German 24 Jun 9! r ? 

rove 
bution” ] 

[Text] New York, 25 Jume—Thes was the first tome that 
a German defense minister vesited the United Nations 

Defense Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg. who was 
received by UN Secretary General Perez de (Cuellar 

wanted, above all. to port out the Bundeswchr comm 

ment on the Middic East followsng the Gulf war He sand 
that the Gserman minesweepers thal were sent to the Cult 

have defused about 100 menes. He sand that the 
Bundeswehr sect up refugee camps and ficld hospitals im 

Turkey and Iran. As these actrons will soon be com- 

pleted. the Bundeswehr will also take part in locateng and 
destroying Iraq: nuclear, beological, and chemical 
weapons, sand Stoltenberg. Asked by the secretary gen- 

eral when the United Nations could cxpect to se 
CGrerman soldvers take part om UL N-mandated mrsssons 

Stoltenberg sand that required an amendment to the 
Basic Law He added that the government and oppow 
thon disagreed on the extent of such an amendment 

Whereas the opposition only accepted a participation in 

“peace-keeping missions.” the Federal Government 

wanted to have a more comprehensive formula that 
would allow the Bundeswehr to take part im all tN 

MISHONS 

Because the amendment of the Bas Law required a 
two-thirds majority, he could not tell when the problem 

would be resolved, sand Stoltenberg. He added. however 
that the Ferleral Government would keep to its concept 
“There will be no constitutvonal amendment that 

confined to Muc helmet misssons ~~ Stoltenberg said that 
the same problem will come up within a European 

“ report: “Stoltenberg Exgiains German ( ontr- 
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framework om 199). Then at the latest the Socual Demo- 
crats would have to decade whether they were ready to 
give up thew resirctive poston of whether icy 

intended to obstruct the unsficatson of Europe Perez dc 
Cuellar bade farewell to Stoltenberg. saying that be 
hoped that Germany would soon be able to follow the 

crampic of Italy and Poland. noth of whech scnt units to 
the Gulf 

Comments on Gorbaches 

LD290619329091 Hambure DP 4 in German 1553 GUT 

™ Jun 91 

[Text] Washington (DP A}—The leading V. estern indus- 
tnahzed nations cupect Sovect Pressdent Mirkhaid Gor- 
baches to come to London “wrth the base outline of a 
concept for a comvencing cconoma reform ~ Following 
talks with US. Secretary of State James Baker and 
National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft m Wash- 
ington. Defense Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg added 
today that the meeting with Chancelior Heimut Kohl im 
Kics on § July ss welcomed. This wish could be epelicd 
out to Gorbachev on that occasson 

Mobilizing “huge sums” for the USSR is “not on the 
agenda” at the G-? meeting 15-17 July. The West docs 
ot, however, want to “watch and let” the Sovect L mon 
drsintegrate. The Soviet Umion should also be placed m 
touch with the IMF and World Bank. which would 
provide a “form of constant support.” An agreement on 
an coonomac reform program could then also result m a 
flow of funds 

Genscher Urges Talks on SFRY Situation 

LD O61 32191 Bera ADS on German 1718 GUT 
“Jun 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Forengn Moenister Hans-Dietrich 
Crenscher has capressed his urgent cupectation that the 
Yugosiz, Federal Government, as well as mndividual 
republics, will reframn from using any hond of force At 
the same tome, during a talk with Yugoslav envoy Drago 
Trboyevec on Boon today. he affirmed the offer to hold 
talks arth the EC and mtecrested European states before 
any reaction 

The (Germ an) Government takes the view thai the 
decisions made by Croatia and Slovema still leas cs scope 
for a responsible solution to the Yugoslav probierss by 

way of negotiations. Genscher reaffirmed Bonn's pow- 
thon. callong for the renunciation of force. a peaceful 
solutvon, as well as respect for human mghts and the 
principles of the Helsnk: Final Act and the Paris 

( harter 

Cabinet Approves International Disarmament I reaty 

LDO90615 2191 Hambure DPA in German 144967 
™M Jun 9! 

{Text} Bonn (DPA}—The first and most comprehensve 
miernation! treaty on the reduction of conventional 

GERMANY ? 

ecapons was passed by the Fodcral ( abenect todas. and 

passed to the Bundestag This marks the begin meng of the 
ratsfication process tor the treaty. ehech wast worked out 
on th instructions of the Virana CSCE follor- up 

confers we m 1989 by the countess of NATO and the 
Warsa: Pact. and concluded « November 1°90 it plans 

the reduction of talks. armord vehectcs. arteliers. hel- 

copter gunsheps. and fighter arcrsft. and after added 
Sovect assurances. can be rateficd by the treaty states 

ta a second round of negotiations. personne! capacities 
are to be reduced. The Federal Republi has already 

voluntant made an advance concession Dy setting up 
wppecr lemets of 370.000 men hy the end of 1984 

Government Expects Seccess ic l ruguay Round 

0 2006124691 Vaernnh SUEDDELCTSOCHE ZEITUNG 
ee m Geerman 6 Jun Yi p . 

[“hen.~ report: “Bonn Expects GATT Success” ] 

[Text] Bonn—The Federal Economics Ministry proceeds 
on the assumption that the start of the sengle European 
market. whoch rs draweng near, well induce the EX 
membcr statcs to bring about a successful concluson of 

the “'reguay Round of GATT by more far-reaching 
concessions, copecially om che field of agriculture. For 
exarr cle. one can reckon with a “fundamental” proposal! 

of the Srusscls C ommmrssion on a reform of the EC 
agricultural policy. from which a very emportant wgnal 

for Creneva ms capected 

Al any rate. the proposals will result m “dramatx 

agricultural price reductoons.” which. however. will have 

to be largely balanced by productron-nmecutral suirsidies 
for the farmers. it 1s stated on Bonn. The EC Commimon 
1s currently working on the clasificatron of the agricul- 
tural subsidies on the three categornes green (production- 
neutral). yellow (comtroverwal m rts effect). and red 
(clearly strmulating production) 

There 1s the increaseng Conviction withen the EC that the 

EC agricultural systern has outhved ts usefulness and 
that the fact th 1 the agricultural sector. with the rela- 

trvely small value created hy fon an mmternatronal wale 

blocks the development cf the rest of the world trade m 

such a way 1% an coomomn “aleurdity ~ Even m a 
country lhe France. whose agrcultural production 
amounts to about 16 percent of the total coonomn 
production, vowes that advocate that the French agricul- 
ture be left to the natural ads antages on Competition than 
to the forces of sulerdees are increawngly beard The 
Federal Economics Menrstry also capects both the forth. 

coming European Counc: session and the London world 
coonome summit to deal with the topecs of the GATT 
round and the agricultural reform 

The fact that the number of the orgrnally controverual 
topics of negotiation has meanehile decreased from |‘ 

to seven and that thus more cflective work has become 

possible om Geneva os regarded as advantageous for the 
further course of the GF ATT rownd Apart from the hasn 
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education and American self-confidence—Vernon Wal- 
ters. The former general. intelligence officer. and special 
envoy for difficult tasks has gained considerable experi- 

ence all over the world during many decades. This 1s the 
basis for his straightforward and wise understanding of 
persons and situations thal leaves his pariners well 

disposed toward him. His understanding of complex 

Situations, which made his diplomatic services so valu- 

able tor US. presidents since the Nixon era, 1s clearly 

characterized by U.S. interests, democratic values. and 
individual strength. The unusual ambassador, a 74- 
year-old man of considerable weight in every respect. 

will leave Bonn in the near future. He had already retired 
before President Reagan offered him an office. Nobody 
really believes that the retiree will refrain from any 
activity in the future 

As a soldier who has fulfilled his task, the ambassador 
believes that his mission in Germany has been com- 
pleted. President Bush sent him to Bonn in January 1989 
because the president was aware that decisive things 
were going to happen in the divided country. Walters 

worked in a calm and determined way to strengthen ties 
between the United States and the FRG. The ambas- 
sador did not watch German unification from a distance. 
but he reyorced with the Germans. as he stated recently. 

He was involved in the process, without the slightest 

complex or fear. The basic decisions have been made 
and a stage of development has been reached now during 
which primarily technical-procedural problems have to 

be solved. He 1s not so interested in that. Walters has 
never been an administrator who liked routine work. As 
a maticr of fact. he was always at hand “when something 
specific had to be tackled somewhere in the world.” as 

one of hrs colleagues pointed out. Walters, who was born 
in New York as the son of an insurance broker and lived 
in Europe with his parents for 10 years, who went to 

school in France and England. and who became a soldier 
in the United States in 1941 had ample opportunity to 

do that. He tought in northern Africa and was a larson 
officer of the Brazihan Expedition Corps in Italy. After 
the war, Walters was military attache in Brazil, Rome. 
and Paris. He also served in Vietnam. Walters worked as 
an interpreter and adviser for President Truman and 
several successors. During the first meeting between 
President Ersenhower and De Gaulle, Walters translated 
the conversations, and he interpreted for Nixon in 

Venezucla. Walters speaks seven languages, including 
Russian and German. He may not have a perfect com- 

mand of all these languages, but he can make himself 
understood. Nixon appointed him deputy director of the 

(1A in 1972. Walters witnessed the changes in Spain and 
Portugal. When he was asked to intervene in the Water- 
gate aflair and thus in domestic policy, however, he 
reyected this as anticonstitutional and remained in 

oftice—because of that. Walters 1s no typical functionary 

who carries out every order 

After 35 years on office. the lreutenant general retired in 

1976. However, Reagan soon sought his services as an 
adviser and appointed him as special envoy in 1981 
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Walters undertook innumerable—mostly secret— 

missions in the Middle East—in Syria he ted to ensure 

the release of the hostages in Beirut—and to Central 
America. He paid a visit to Castro in Cuba, he was in 
Argentina during the Falklands War. and he traveled to 

the Middle East and Africa. Before he was sent to Bonn. 
Walters served four years as ambassador to the U nited 
Nations in New York. There he dealt with the regional 

conflicts of the Middle East. of Cambodia, Cyprus. and 
southern Africa. At the ume. the United States were in 
the role of the defendant. Walters defended Washington 
against accusations leveled by the Third World. When he 
had to justify the exsstence of U.S. bases on Spanish 
television, he turned the defensive speech into an offen- 

sive speech and delivered it in fluent Spanish. “The stout 
man immediately filled every room he entered mm terms 

of the atmosphere.” a diplomat said who knew Walters 

at the tume in New York. The UN ambassador caused 
amusement on the East River. when he announced his 

transfer to Germany with the following words: “My goal 
1S 10 tear down the wall and to see i fall.” 

In Bonn. the portly man won confidence and respect as 
a person who has a great deal of experience and who 

knows more that he says. who 1s familiar with every- 
thing. and who participated in many significant events 

The 800 U.S. and German staff members will remember 
him as a pleasant boss, similar to his predecessor and 
former Central Bank Governor Burns. It 1s not known 
yet whom President Bush will nominate as his successor 

He need not necessarily be a member of the forcign 
service in Washington. When Walters arrived. he was 
only ambassador to western Germany. The fact that he 
concludes his service as ambassador to the united Cer- 

many. 1s an additional aspect to his European ecxperi- 

ences that cover large parts of the history of this century 

Career Profiled 

112606132691 Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITTUNG 
in German 26 Jun 91 p 6 

[Udo Bergdoll report: “Soldier and Diplomat: U.S 

Ambassador Vernon Walters Leaves Bonn” ] 

[Text] Bonn, 25 June—There 1s no room for speculation 
about Vernon Anthony Walters’ resignation as US 

ambassador to Bonn. New York-born Waiters. whose 
curnculum vitae does not fit into any pattern, worked as 

chief interpreter to US. presidents while he was still a 
three-star general, served as number two in the CTA. and 
was a “troubleshooter” for Washington. He 1s now 74 

and served as a soldier, manager of an intelligence 
agency. and as a diplomat. In Bonn, he actively wit- 
nessed the collapse of communist regimes in Eastern 
Europe and the unification of the Germans. Now a new 

phase 1s beginning in Germany, which, having become 
somewhat tired, the arch-conservat,ve Republican wants 

to leave to somebody else 

When President Bush sent the man with the angular face 
and the grim and resolute eves to Bonn in 198%, legend 
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has u that when asked “why” he did that, Bush 

answered: “Because something 1s going to happen 
there.” After Richard Burt. who was arrogant and lacked 

ans political expenence. German diplomats felt thes 

were lucky to receive an experienced ambassador, who. 
although not particularly familiar with Germany. was 

avle to make himself understood in German—one of the 
cight languages he speaks. When accompanying Special 

Envoys Harriman to Yugoslavia in the fifties, Walters 
conversed with Marshal Tito in German. Presidents 
Truman and E:senhower relied on his linguistic skills 
when negotiating with other important pessonalities at 
the ume 

The man. who got to know the world in secret missions 

with Castro, during the Vietnam War. and during the 
Falklands crisis. neither smokes nor drinks, 1s not mar- 
ried. and has a sweet tooth. Being 6 feet 3 inches tall, this 
corpulent and imposing man radiates the vigor of a 
gnarled. age-old olive tree. Since 11 happened several 
tumes that regimes changed in countries after he had 
visited them secretly or officially he was quite often 
compared to Agent 007. He never liked to hear that. 
because James Bond had a love life. “which would be 
reason enough for me to fire him.” Legend has it that 
whenever he arrives in a new country, he spends the first 
day traveling on buses to get a feel for the country and 
the people 

Those who have to deal with him find it hard to imagine 
that this man. an ardent anti-communist—without the 
cold war. which was his life—and whose life has been 
surrounded by mystery. will now withdraw to the life of 
an old-age pensioner. It was impressive to hear Vernon 

\. Walters describe how, only two years ago, he was 
driven by curiosity and traveled the length and breadth 
of the Sovret Union in his own car, driving some 5,000 
kilometers. Only a short time ago he went by train from 
Moscow to Kiev. He was put into an overnight train so 
he could not see anything, the trainea scout recounted 
Yet on the first light at dawn he was able to see that the 
train was rolling through “Upper Volta with missiles.” 

That picture went around the world. 

\s far as moving the government seat from Bonn to 
Berlin 1s concerned, the cosmopolitan, who started a 

career in the insurance business at the age of 16 because 
his tather was broke. has a clear opinion: That will take 

longer than one can imagine today, Walters said 

Economics Sinister To Visit Iran for Talks 

1 D20061384291 Hambure DPA in German 1306 GM 
.f Jur y/ 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DPA)}—The fate of the planned 
(serman nuclear power station at Bushir (Iran), construc- 
tion of which has been suspended since the Islamic 

Revolution in 1979, will be discussed during economics 
talks in Iran. Economics Minister Juergen Moellemann. 
who is gomg to Tehran on Saturday [29 June]. told 
journalists in Bonn today that he 1s expecting a decision 
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of the heads of the coalition on this issue to be taken on 

Thursday [27 June]. [passage omitted] 

Moellemann. together with a delegation of 35 German 

industrialists, will fly to Tehran on Saturday to attend 
the first meeting of the German-lranian economic com- 
mission since the Islamic Revolution. It was founding 
during the rule of the Shah. The minister. who will 
probably also meet President “Ali Akbar Hashemi- 

Rafsanjani and Foreign Minister “Ali Akbar Velayats. 

expects the meeting to give new impetus to the expan- 
sion of German-lIranian cooperation. [passage omiticd] 

Ex-Stasi Reportedly Betrayed RAF Terrorists 

11 26061205491 lienna DIE PRESSE in German 

2% Jun Yl p2 

[ADN report: “Ex-RAF Terrorsts Betrayed By Stas: 

Mentors” ] 

[Text] Berlin—According to former Stasi employees. 
high-ranking officers of the former GDR State Security 
Service betrayed 10 members of the western German 

terrorist scene surrounding the Red Army Faction 
(RAF). for whom they were supposed to care. In return. 

they received the rewards offered for those people and 
got preferential treatment from the investigating author- 

ities. One of the officers 1s said to be living undisturbed 
in Berlin today as a result. Another was reportedly 

helped to escape. and today 1s said to be staying with 

internationally wanted Middle East terrorist Abu Nidal 

Government Satisfied With *Upturn’ Program 

LD2606151191 Berlin ADN in German 1415 GMI 

26 Jun Yl 

[Excerpt] Bonn (ADN}—The Federal Government has 
said that it 1s “very satisfied with the way the joint 

project for an upturn in the east has gone hitherto, and is 

running. The resources had contributed “considerably” 
to stabilizing the economic situation in the new laender 

By 31 May. about 9.7 billion German marks of the 22.3 

billion made available for this and next year had been 

firmly allocated. Government Spokesman Dieter Vogel 

stated in Bonn today. This 1s about 43 percent. There- 
fore. 70 percent of the local investment program (five 
bilhon for immediate measures for schools, hospitals. 

and old people's homes) has been awarded or planned. It 
will all be distributed by the end of the year. The 

Ministry of Labor also reckons that all its resources for 

job-creation schemes and material costs will be com- 
pictely used. [passage omitted] 

Trust Agency To Expropriate PDS Real Estate 

10 280611459) Hambure DIE WELT in German 

2S Jun Yi pl 

(mdi. report: “Trust Agency Expropriates PDS” ] 
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[Text] One day after its party congress. the Party of 
Democratic Socialism [PDS] has to expect new hard- 
ships. but this time with far-reaching consequences. The 
successor party to the Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
[SED] will be quasi-expropriated. According to informa- 
tion acquired by DIE WELT, the Trust Ageacy took over 
the administration of all the real estate in the possession 
of the PDS. Thus the party led by Gregor Gysi will lose 
one of its most important financial sources. 

As early as last spring, the PDS tried to secure the SED 
real estate. However, that was contrary to the stipula- 
tions of the Party Law of 20 February last year. There ut 
1S Stipulated that parties are to exclusively restrict their 
economic activities to enterprises thal serve supplemen- 
tary political education. Nevertheless, the party did not 
want to renounce the more than 750 plots in its posses- 
sion. For that purpose, the Treuveg Company. which 
took over the real estate managed by the “Fundament 
organization-owned enterprise” since 1846 with the usu- 
fructuary right, was established. The Treuveg. for its 
part. established its own subsidiaries in the new laender. 
which used and managed the plots. However, the 
Treuveg only had a 40-percent share in the five compa- 
nies. The rest of the shares were in the possession of 
private persons, who were provided with credits of 
15.000 (East German) marks each by the PDS Executive 
Committee. The purpose of the money was clearly stip- 
ulated. It was for participation in the respective land 
companies. Because of the circu tous arrangement, the 
Treuveg was an enterprise that was legally separated 
from the PDS, but the profits mainly flowed back to the 
Fundament enterprise and thus to the PDS, which owns 
Fundament. 

According to information acquired by DIE WELT, the 
Trust Agency will now halt the circuitous party 
financing. As a first step, about 90 PDS plots were 
assigned to the Land of Brandenburg. A similar solution 
1s to follow soon in Berlin. 

PDS Protests 

412606103691 Berlin NEUES DEUTSCHLAND 
in German 25 Jun 91 pl 

[“ND”™ report: “Trust Agency Took Over PDS Real 
Estate Property™] 

[Excerpts] Berlin (“ND")}—The Trust Agency took over 
all the real estate property of the Party of Democratic 
Socialism [PDS] in the land of Brandenburg in a light- 
ning action on Monday [24 June]. [passage omitted] 

The PDS protested this decision of the Trust Agency. 
[PDS Treasurer] Bartsch pointed out that it is strange 
that the Trust Agency started this action immediately 
after the party congress—which did not result in the 
disintegration of the PDS, as many people had hoped. 
The Trust Agency affirmed in talks that it only wants to 
administer everything properly. However, the Branden- 
burg action only confirmed the assumption that political 
intentions are behind this, he said. 
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This coup of the Trust Agency will not have any financial 
effects on the PDS. since the party did not get rents from 
any of the plots. the treasurer said. Thus. he contradicted 

rumors reported in today’s edition of DIE WELT that 
the money collected by the respective real estate man- 
agements flows back to the PDS in a roundabout way. 

Schoenbohm Comments on Bundeswehr Integration 

4112606131391 Hamburg DIE WELT in German 

26 Jun Yl p § 

[Interview with Lieutenant General Joerg Schoenbohm. 
commander of the Bundeswehr Command East. by 

Friedheim Kemna, place and date not given: “Our 
Security Has Never Been in Danger™] 

[Text] [Kemna] The Bundeswehr Command East will be 
dissolved on 30 June. Has your task been fulfilled” 

[Schoenbohm] For the most part. On | April we started 
to establish new units in all branches and to divide them 
in line with the Bundeswehr principles. Completion of 
this task can now be taken over by the branches. In 
particular, solutions have been found in the social area. 
which are clear and unambiguous. 

{Kemna] How much progress has the process of changing 
the way of thinking made” 

[Schoenbohm] Of course, there 1s no instrument to 
measure that. During my visits to troop units, it became 
clear to me that many people first have to come to terms 
with the speed of the change. This process started in 
1989. In 1990 it was continued; with Germany's unity it 
reached a definitive point, so to speak. People knew that 
this was the new basis of our existence as a state, and this 
is the justification for armed forces and democracy. So 
far, we have had about 5.000 officers and 3,000 noncom- 
missioned officers for training in the west, in traiming 
cou:ses which took longer than two weeks, and at the 
moment we have about 2,000 officers and noncommis- 
sioned officers here in my sphere of command who 
participate in the daily training but are also interlocutors 
for all the questions that may be asked by the officers of 
the former National People’s Army [NVA]. A beginning 
has been made. we are on a good path, but these are 
processes of decision and development which take place 

individually. 

[Kemna] It 1s a process of integration, the beginning of 
which was something like a two-class army. 

{Schoenbohm] I am careful about using catchwords. | do 
not want to accept the term of a two-class army. We took 
over soldiers under the conditions in which they served 

in the past. In the same way as there were differences 

between cast and west in Germany, there were and still 

are differences in the armed forces. The most important 
thing 1s: We must make it clear that our understanding of 
armed forces and our image of man 1s expressed in a 
different way of leacership, in a different infrastructure 
The draftees have complained with justification about 
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the different payment and severance pay. | assume that 

this wall be decided before the summer recess, because 11 
cannot be explained that the young drafices are paid in 

line with the capacity of the laender, but the professional 
and long-term soldiers can be separated in their payment 
from the general development of income in the five new 

laender. 

{Kemna] What was your most difficult task? Which task 
did you see as the least difficult? 

|Schoenbohm] The most difficult task, naturally. 1s to 
convince the people that we are following the common 
path. even though we have to dismiss a large number of 
them. Justifying the credibility of the community. 
demanding performance under a changing under- 
standing of oneself and trust in the future. and dis- 
missing more than 50 percent of the officers at the same 
time: This was one difficulty. The other one ts directly 
linked to that: Making it clear to the people in the five 
new laender that the Bundeswehr ts an army that 1s 
radically different from the NVA, even though it keeps 
many officers and noncommissioned officers of the 
tormer NVA in service. 

What was easier? I did not have any clear idea of the 

readiness for performance of the former NVA members. 
Today | must say that this readiness for performances 

existed from the very first day onward. We took over a 
functioning army, security has never been in danger. and 
the officers and noncommissioned officers made their 
contribution to facilitating this transition. 

|Kemna] Br there are. or at least were, resentments. 

|Schoenbohm] We had difficulties in two respects. In the 
former NVA and also in the Bundeswehr there were 
catchwords, such as: | would never serve under an NVA 
officer. The only thing that could be done was to get to 
know each other and to replace stereotypical ideas with 
real people. The draftees here are ready for performance. 
| do not want to say they are more ready for performance 
than in the west. We just have to note that the quota. the 
number of those who do not obey the draft. 1s far smaller 
than in the west. In January we had a quota of consci- 
entious objectors of 1.5 percent and now we have a quota 
of conscientious objectors of 3.5 to 4 percent. In the west 
this quota 1s higher than 10 percent 

[Kemna] Is this perhaps linked with the rising unemploy- 

ment rate? 
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[Schoenbohm] Certainly this 1s the case with those 

draftees whose companies have just gone bankrupt. But 
there are still many others who have a job and who 

joined the Bundeswehr nevertheless. Naturally. the 

young people here were educated with a different aware- 

ness of discipline toward the state and behave differently 

in this respect than some of our young people in the west. 
Of course. the economic situation plays a role in the 

number of volunteers, this we also know from the west. 

But for me there 1s something else that 1s decisive: The 
young soldiers understand that in the Bundeswehr they 
can get a variety of training. if they join up for longer 
periods. 

On | July about 250 officer candidates. for instance. will 

be admitted who have applied from the five new laender 
They will go through the normal officers’ training. The 
figures are positive. We now have about 3,000 voluntary 
applications of soldiers and volunteers who have not yet 

served. According to our commanders’ office that 
accepts volunteers, the quality 1s gencrally good. 

{[Kemna] In the past you found the conditions in the old 
NVA barracks depressing. Has this changed” 

[Schoenbohm] Yes. The condition of what we took over 
was depressing. We were able to change a lot in this 
respect. An infrastructure program of 435 million 
German marks has been drawn up for this year. It 1s an 

enormous task to distribute the orders in time with a 

financial construction administration that 1s not yet 

functioning properly because the enterprises are not yet 

available to the necessary extent. In my sphere of com- 

mand you do not find any barracks that we will keep that 

have not been renovated and received new equipment 

The soldiers have seen: We superiors are serious about 

the notion that the infrastructure has to be onented 

toward man 

We need investments of more than 16 billion in order to 

change everything to western standards. But if the 

defense budget continues to be reduced, as this 1s not 
publicly discussed, there 1s the question of how long we 

want to wait until the living conditions of the soldiers in 
the cast, in particular in the barracks of the draftees. are 

adjusted to those in the west. If the proportion of 

expenditures for infrastructure 1s not drastically rarsed. 

this wall take more than ¥0 years. and this 1s something | 

have difficulty imagining 
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Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati Postpones Visit 

LD260615 3391 Paris France-inter Radio Network 

in French 15300 GMT 26 Jun 91 

{Text} Ah Akbar Velayati'’s visit has been postponed by 

several days. The vusit that the Iranian foreign affairs 
minister was to pay to Paris this evening has been 

postponed. The reason given by the French Foreign 
Affairs Ministry was to enable the French and Iranian 

negotiators to put the finishing touches to the settlement 
of the entire Franco-Iranian contentious matter. 

“Ali Akbar Velayats was in Geneva today. The group he 
was in was attacked by Iranian opponents. one person 
was injured and six others arrested. 

Foreign Ministry lay Reopen Phnom Penh Embassy 

11 2606123791 Paris AFP in Enelish 1223 GMI 
oh Jun Yl 

[Text] Paris. June 26 (AFP) - France might soon re-open 
an embassy in Phnom Penh in response to progress in 
peace talks at Pattaya in Thailand. French officials said 
on Wednesday. 

French Foreign Affairs Minister Roland Dumas told the 
cabinet on Wednesday that “France 1s following with a 
favourably view the proposals for opening embassies in 

Phnom Penh” and that “naturally France itself will be 

expected to take an initiative’. France and Indonesia are 
joint presidents of the Paris conference on Cambodia. 

The Khmer Rouge. backed by China, have said that their 
accreditation to Phnom Penh ts a condition of the instal- 
lation there of the Supreme National Council (SNC) com- 

prising the parties to talks on the future of Cambodia 

The French embassy in Cambodia was closed when the 

Khmer Rouge arrived in the city in January 1975 and 

has remained closed since. France does not recognise the 
the government of Prime Minister Hun Sen which was 
established in 1979 with support from Vietnam 

French Foreign Ministry spokesman Daniel Bernard 

said on Wednesday that no formal request for the 

embassy to be re-opened had been made but that “noth- 

ing forbids the opening of an embassy in Phnom Penh” 
if matters “evolve mn a favourable way” in Cambodia 

and “if the SNC 1s onstalled in Phnom Penh” 

In Pattaya. Prince Sihanouk, the deposed monarch of 

Cambodia. sand at a press conference to close the SN4 

talks that he had “received a signal” from Australia that 

it had decided to open an official mission to the SNC in 

Phnom Penh. He expressed confidence that other coun- 

tries would grant similar recognition, and was inicr- 
rupted by a Japanese diplomat who shouted that Tokyo 

had decided to open a mission 
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Mitterrand, Cresson Plunge 48, 27 Percent in Poll 

402606140491 Paris AFP in English 1320 GMI 

26 Jun ¥1 

[Text] Paris. June 26 (AFP)}—The popularity of French 
President Francois Mitterrand and Prime Minister Edith 
Cresson have plunged in June, according to an opinion 
poll released Wednesday. Mr. Mitterrand saw his popu- 
larity drop to 48 per cent. nine points below May. Mrs 

Cresson fell to 27 per cent, a drop of 16 points since her 
appointment last month. Mr. Mitterrand’s rating was his 

lowest since March 1986. 

The poll, which surveyed 889 people from June !4 to 19. 
was carried out by the BVA polling institute and the 
French radio station Europe |. 

National Bank, Other Institutions Record Losses 

Paris LA TRIBUNE D'EXPANSION in French 
22 Apr ¥1 p12 

[Isabelle Gounin article: “1990, a Bad Vintage for 
French Credit Institutions” ] 

[Text] The reserves explosion has made banks more 
fragile as a result of the decrease in deposits and increase 
in general expenses. 

Indisputably, 1990 will endure as a turning point in the 
memory of French credit institutions. While the prize for 

poor results went to the BNP [National Bank of Paris}. 
which saw its earnings decline by half in 1990. the pertor- 
mance of most other French credit institutions was of 
similar nature: 24.8 percent drop in earnings for Societe 
Generale, 26.5 percent for Paribras Group, 28.5 percent 
for Credit National, and 9.5 percent for Banque Worms 
Only Credit Lyonnais, whose results improved by 15.5 

percent, stood out amidst this slump. It was followed at a 
distance by Credit Agricole with + 3.9 percent. but which 
nevertheless remains the leading French bank in terms of 
total profits (1.554 billion francs [Fr]). Despite the efforts 
of Lyonnais to dethrone it, second place still goes this year 
to BNP. with a total balance of Frl.486 billion. 

Among the other banks that have seen increasing carn- 
ings. we find those that have already undertaken reform 
efforts. such as CIC Parts [Credit Industriel et Commer- 
cial], Lyonnaise de Banque or Credit du Nord, and those 
that have markedly reduced their reserves, such as CCT 
{Credit Commercial de France]. 

Collection of “Cannibalized™ Deposits 

However, the activity of the majority of institutions has 
remained good, as indicated by the increase in volume of 
consumer credit, which 1s at an average of 16 percent for 
the AFB banks. On the other hand, collection of deposits 

has sharply declined, their having been “cannibalized” 
by the SIC AV’s [variable capital investment company — 

mutual fund]. Hence. an increase in cost of resources and 
a de facto decline on credit margins. Thus, at BNP the 
intermediary margin croded by a half point in 1990) 
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Only institutions of the Credit Agricole type. still in 
surplus on the interbank market in 1990 and which have 

not had to resort to borrowing in order to cover part of 
their credut. have not had to suffer the decline in this 
margin. Incidentally, restoring this margin will be one of 
the main objectives of bankers in 1991. However, in 
order to control the cost of this resource, ut will be 
necessary to homogenize the tax status among the var- 

10uUS Investments. whether deposit accounts or moncy 
SICAV’s. 

Moreover, it 1s the rise in resource cost that has affected 
the net bank carnings of most banks, which were deteri- 
orating in 1990 (to $.8 percent for Credit Agricole, 2.6 
percent for BNP. and | percent for Societe Generale. 
Unly Credit Lyonnais distinguished itself, with gross 
operating profits up 16 percent, as a result of its strong 
cxpansion. 

Overall, the composition of the GNP increased in 1990 
in the share of activities based on commissions (which 
increased an average of 7 percent annually) compared to 
activities producing an interest rate. Nevertheless, 
France had on average less commission carnings than the 
other European countries, because it has a tradition of 
low invoicing for management of means of payment. On 
the other hand. the detenoration in the gross operating 
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profits of the majority of French banks 1s mainly duc to 
the growth in their general expenses. For the three older 
banks the average increase in general expenses was |! 
percent in 1990, compared to 6.1 percent in 1989. And 

even though the banks are getting better and better 
control of their personne! costs, the category of amorti- 
zation, especially computer techaology, has still been a 
heavy burden in general expenses. 

Overall, it 1s no surprise that banks are showing lower 
carnings. However, the extent of this decline was mullti- 
plied in 1990 by the rise in allocations to reserves in all 
credit institutions (with the exception of Credit Lyon- 
nats). For example, in Credit Agricole reserves this year 
crossed the psychological threshold of Fri0 billion. In 
this respect, the prize goes to Banque Worms, whose 
reserves increased from Fri85 million ic FR403 million. 
an increase of 118 percent! In what was a new phenom- 
enon compared to previous years, banks have had to 
create more reserves not for country risks, but primarily 
for domestic risks, whether it was companies (Goodman. 
Polly Peck), private individuals, or local organizations. 

In the tradition of 1990, 1991 vill no doubt be a difficult 
and particularly “atypical” year. Moreover, most French 
credit institutions have already announced their inten- 
tions by setting the objective of achieving “at least the 
same result as in 1990." 

Bank Results in 1990 (in billion n francs with percentages in parentheses) 

a Net Bank Earnings es | Greneral Eapenees Gross Operating Reserves Net Earnings 
| Loss/ Profit 
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Statistical Institute on Farm Produce Industry 

YVIESOC2I7A Parts LES ECHOS in French 29 Apr 91 p 3 

|A.D. article: “Ten Glorious Years of Food Processing” 

[Text] Despite its strong expansion during the last 
decade, the trade surplus in French food processing. 
mainly involving primary products, remains very fragile 

Having increased from 2.4 to $1.2 billion francs [Fr] 
from 1979 to 1990. the trade surplus in the food pro- 
cessing sector has experienced a spectacular boom 
during the last 10 years. In a study just published, the 
INSEE [National Institute of Statistics and National 
Studies] hails this performance (compensating in part for 
the deficit in manufactured products), which emerges in 
fact from a clear trenu reversal since the 1960's, during 
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which the food processing industry was very much in 
deficit, then barely in balance until 1979. 

The first conclusion by the statistical institute: It 1s 
agricultural products that have been the main boost to 
exports. Indeed, they are by far the leading surplus 
category—ahead of dairy products, flour. sugar. bever- 
ages. and spirits—while the deficits for meat. canned 
goods, oils, and numerous grocery products recur, even 
increase, from year to year. The cover rate of food 
processing industries products (overall in surplus) has 

hardly changed in 10 years, while the rate for agricultural 
products has made a remarkable jump, boosted by wine 
(surplus Fri3.6 billion in 1990) and particularly grain 
(Fr31.7 billion), which “benefited from a favorable 
world economic situation.” 

This predominance of the grain category 1s also one of 
the main weaknesses of this fine trade surplus. For it 
closely depends, not only on the world harvest levei, but 

especially on the size of the Community export subsi- 
dies. For French products as a whole. last year the 
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assistance amounted to 14.8 billion francs. The INSE! 
affirms: “Comparison of the subsidized products and the 
strong points in foreign trade clearly reveals that devci- 
opment of our exports raises the question of financing. 
whch, if unilaterally threatened. could seriously affect 
our sales abroad.” A warning that 1s especially pertinent 
since the reform of common agricultural policy being 
worked out in Brussels is based on a drastic lowering of 
export supports. The study reveals more clearly a very 
marked loss in domestic market share by most of the 
food-processimg sectors, in particular canning. groceries 
and soft drinks in favor of imports. 

Certainly, 1 aso points out a substantial trump card for 

foreign trade in noting that “food consumption in 
France resorts primarily to resources of national origin.” 

In any case, thes analysis underlines the leading role of 
agriculture in the trade balance, and restores to mghtful 
place the stature of processing industries in this food 
surplus. 
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Von Weizsaecker, Cossiga Stress United Europe 

LD20e 155191 Hambure DPA in German 1656 GMT 
24 Jun ¥! 

[Excerpt] Rome (DPA}—President Richard von Weiz- 
saccker and Itahan President Francesco Cossiga have 
called for ,acreased and joint efforts by Italy and Ger- 

many in the creation of a free and untied Europe. At the 

beginning of his five-day state visit, Von Weizsaccker 
sand thes cvening al a state banguct im the Quirinale 
Palace in Rome: “Anchored in the community of 

Western demest2cies.” all of Europe had to be built up. 

“not only Wesiern Europe. as our mutual peace cffon 
“Our two states continuc to see themselves as the motor 

of the European unification process.” The president 
stressed the “close and trusting fnendship™ which has 

developed between the two countries over the last four 
decades 

“We owe our Itahan fnends particular thanks for the 

ercat human undersianding and political support which 

they demonstrated at the end of the German division,” 
sand the president. He invited tialy’s mdustralists to 

imorcase their involvement in castern Germany. Pros- 
pects for thes region are positive. Germany 1s following 

Italy s efforts “to make tts own contribution to the 

inicgration of the new democracies” im southeastern 

Europe with great sympathy. This was “an important 
contribution to stability.” in particular for developmenis 

in Yugoslavia 

( ossiga described German unification as a “wonder of 
treedom and truth.” a “great victory for humanity and 

the liberal and democratic neal.” The structure of the 
new order in Europe has not yet been land down. “The 
united and hberaicd ‘icrmany and Italy. committed to 

the European wes. cour) together strengthen the EC and 
its efficrency..the only real “European Home.” [passage 
omitted] 

Andreotti Meets With Cypriot President Vasiliou 

SC 2006194697 Nicoua Cyprus Broadcasting 
( -rporation Radio Network in Greck 1630GM1 
Tm , 

[Text] President Yeorsios Vassiliou held talks with 
ltahan Prime Minister Giulio Andreott: in Rome today 
After the meeting, Vasiliou sand that the discussion 
concerned the current state of the Cyprus rssuc, at what 

Stage it 1s, what the latest developments arc, and what we 

expect. The president also noted that the Itahan prime 

minister, who 1s well aware of the Cyprus problem. 

demonstrated great interest and promised that he per- 

sonally will do everything to help in the nght direction 

Responding to a question on what Italy can do, Vasihou 

said Italy can do a great deal, and added that Andreott 
promised he will work on the mght direction both within 

the EC Council and Italy as an individual country 

Asked about prospects for an international conference 
on the Cyprus rssuc, President Vasilou said the question 
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1s not the form which a conference on Cyprus would 

take, but that Ankara gives positive replics on the 
substantive aspects of the Cyprus rssuc. whech are the 

terrmional question and the return of refugecs. Vasilou 
added: Later on, as long as there was progress and hope 
that an outline for solution could be formulated. the UN 
secretary general would decide to convene a contcrence 

for this purpose. Vassiliou revicratcd: The conference 1s 

not an end in itself, but the means. and everyone agreed 
on thrs 

Other topics discussed at the Vasihou-Andreott: meeting 
were the application by Cyprus for full accessson to the 

EC. Cyprus-EC relations. Cyprot-ltalan relations. and 
international issucs 

Vasihou will return to Cyprus tonight. while Andreott: 
will leave for Luxembourg tomorrow to attend the E¢ 
summit 

* 1991 Seen as Critical Year for Olivetti 

YIESOSIGA Rome L ESPRESSO in Malian 16 Jun 9! 
p 166 

{Massimo Mucchetts article: “Electronic Challenge” | 

[Text] The year 1991 wall be one of sacrifices for Olivetti, 
above all for the employees. because the head count of 

the Itahan and foreign companics belonging to the 
[Olivetti] group will decrease from $7,000 to 47,000 
people. For the Treasury. because if the union wage 

setilement 1s passed, 1 will have to bear three-fourths of 

the cost for the carly retirement of 3.000 Itahan 

employees. And finally. for the sharcholders. who will 

have to make the best of a bad state of affairs. After being 
disappointed by the Stock Exchange. where Olivetti was 

capitalized at 4.211 trillion lire at the end of 1989 and 1s 

now worth less than 2 trillron lire, that 1s, less than its net 
worth, the stockholders wall be asked at the 18 June 
meeting to approve a balance shect that will have modest 
dividends for savings and preferred shares (125 and 170 
lire, respectively) and no dividend for common stock 

But 1991 will also be a test of the managers, who are 
being flogged by the president, Carlo De Benedetti. and 
by the managing director, Vittorio Casson. until they 
can show how capable they are at generating cash by 
reducing both inventories and accounts receivables 

Even though Olivett: shows better results in comparison 
with most of us European competitors, this kind of 

pressure cannot be avoided. In the old continent, the 
demand for information processing 1s dropping. prices 
are slipping even further, and competition ts increasingly 

fierce. In 1990 clear signals were sent that thes would be 

the case 

For the first time in a long while, the group's carnings 
remained flat. about 9 trillion lire, penalized by the 

“strong lira” and by inflation. But even if calculated at 
the same exchange rate. they would not have mereased 
by more than 2 percent. During the final months of the 
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year the order coming from headquarters in Ivrea was to 

sell. Inventones had been reduced by about 100 billion 

lire. but receipts did not follow at the same rate. There- 
fore. according to the statement of 31 December. 
accounts receivable had increased by 225 billion lire. 

But prices are what they are. and so the profit on sales 
dropped by 77 biihon lire compared to 1989. 

The belt-tightening policy has affected general cxpenses. 
which have increased very little. A little (about 9 tnilhon 
lire) has also been saved on research and development. A 
few less investments were made. with a savings of 43 
bilhon lire. Even so, an increase in expenses could not be 
avoided. As a result, operating profits have fallen from 
382 to 271 billion lire. equal to 3 percent of carnines. 

Another blow was the increase in the cost of indebied- 
ness from 87 to 154 billion lire. From a general pot of 
view, a net indebtedness of less than 2 percent of sales, in 
reality. should not be cause for great concern. Bul when 
international competition dries up the profit margin on 
sales, even 1.6 percent 1s significant. 

As for the rest, the group has sold fewer assets (113 
bilhon lire compared to 223 bilhon in 1989). while 
improving carnings on exchange rates and on allocations 
for research and for the Mezzogiorno. In the end. the net 
resuits, before taxes and third-party habilitics, amount to 
one-half of the previous year's results (174 versus 355 
billion lire). However, De Benedetti believes i 1s better 
to already make allowances on the 1990 balance sheet for 
restructuring costs, and so SO billion lire have been 
appropriated. 

Once taxes are pand, Olivetts will have a consolidated 
income return of 60 billion lire. as they did back mn the 
1970's 

And the future? Olivetts is preparing its wager on 
tomorrow on the basis of a still very strong assets versus 
habilities position. The Ivrea headquarters still operates 
by financing 65 percent with its own capital, 20 percent 
with low-cost, medium- and long-term indebiedness, and 
only 15 percent with loans. 

Despite the need to support sales. the net financial 
indebtedness does not reach 750 billion lire, as against 
its own and third-party funds for 3.712 trthon lire. An 
interesting detail 1s that four-fifths of the indebiedness to 
banks and capital markets 1s due for repayment after 

1994, while in the short term, the Olivetti group shows a 
very significant availability of net funds in the amount of 
3.655 tnlhonlre. This means that Mr. De Benedetti has 
positioned himsclf to make his moves 

From the point of view of costs, cashing in a few 
hundreds of bilhons of lire im subsidized funds for 
research will offer some financial relief, while the man- 
power cuts could provide mm 199) a theoretical benefit of 

380 bilhon lire) The market 1s still an unresolved 
problem which 1s two-sided: product quality compared 

to customer expectations and the growth of demand. The 
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latter could perhaps be tnggered and sustained by the 
policies that wall be umpiemented by the EC 

* Financial Aid Programs for South Debated 

YIESOSS9B Milan EL ROPEO im tralian 31 May 9! 
pp 122-124 

[Giuseppe Oldani article: “Who Is Playing With the 
South's Moncey?” ] 

[Text] Is thes a state that fatiens up the Mafia? Or a 
conspiracy of the mch and powerful North’ A sharp 
debate explodes between the Lega and supporters of the 
South. 

This 1s worse than an carthquake. The southern ques- 

tion, that 1s. the chronic backwardness of the South 
within the Liahan cconomic structure, threatens to be 
brought up again im a major way by the latest results of 
the municipal elections of two Sundays ago. At Valenza 
Po, the realm of the goldsmith artisans. one voter out of 
four voted for the Lega Lombarda even though this was 
in Piedmont. At Lamezia Terme. a city considered 
almost the symbol of southern degradation. the trad:- 
tional parties gained, with the DC [Christian Democratic 
Party] and the PSI [Itahan Socialsst Party] in the lead. 
Some comments seem obvious: In the North, there 1s a 
growing rebellion against the waste of an unrestrained 
State, in the South. there are increasingly strong tics 
between the people and those politicians from whom 
they expect references, a job. or help of any kind. 

Is this too hasty an analysis’ Probably so, even though 1 
18 Certain that now, as never before. the division between 
the two Italys 1s cause for debate among politicians and 
economists. The war was started im a leading article by 
the economist Mario Deaghio in the 16 May issue of LA 
STAMPA. “The solution attempted thus far for Mafia- 
infested areas.” he wrote, “has been an extreme form of 
assistance: subsidies, pensions for faked disabilities. and 

an immense number of jobs such as forest ranger. 
sanitation worker, porter, and usher have been bestowed 
without any rationale of productivity and with no atien- 

tion paid to the expense. In this way, consumption has 
increased to levels that are not very far from the Itahan 

average, but without a parallel stimulation of production 
and productivity.” 

In a word: parasitism. On the side of the supporters of 
the South. another cconomist speaks up, Mariano D’An- 
ton, who confirms that the southern population lives 
above the means they are able to produce. However. 
D'Antomo uses this premise to explicitly ask for the 
relaunching of state interventions structured differently 
from the past. He says, however, that the key problem rs 
not an economic onc. In fact, “more umportant problems 

are being discussed: the scale of values governing the 
behavior of the citizens, the relationship between the 

public sector and market activities, the hierarchy of 

social powers (whether an assessor of the ‘communal 
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coalipon. for cxampic. should contunuc to exercise more 

influence than a businessman. a professional. or a 
workers union)” 

A few months ago even Paolo Sylos Labini. one the most 
prestigious Itahan cconomusts, indicated his new posi- 
thon on the subject of the South. “We supporters of the 
South.” he sand. “were wrong. Even | attributed too 
much mmportance to the financial intervention of the 

state. The public resources transferred to the South have 

helped increase the maternal wealth of the peopic. but not 

the ability to generate income locally. Fifteen percent of 
the South's resources come from the Center-North.~ 

If we put these cconoma analyses together with the 

unfortunate image of the enormous waste for the carth- 
quake (the famous 60 trillion lire), we can clearly see all 
the potential for protest that the leagues are ably con- 

necting to the case of a “parasitical state that. by now, 
has become prey to the avidity of the parties secking 
votes and preferences.” It 1s not happenstance that the 
two most rampant leaders of the DC and of the PSI 
today are Paolo Cirimo Pomuicino, the budget minister, 
and Carmelo Conte. who 1s the head of urban arcas. At 
least at the local level, both are spokesmen for a philos- 
ophy of state intervention that uses capenditures as the 

focal pomnt around which to gather consensus (and the 
fact that this consensus 1s obtained 1s indeed proven by 
the voting gains of DC and PSI in those areas where the 
influence of these two 1s felt) 

It 1s easy to object that the point is: What kind of 
expenditure can the state mutiate’ If the purpose of the 
expenditure 1s to enrich consumption, or if the mnterven- 
tion 1s diluted into a thousand little tickles of scattered 
subsidies, or even into kickbacks, the logical deduction ts 
that thes can only make the problem worse. If, instead, 1 
1S a productive expenditure, armed at creating resources, 
it 1s Obviously a different matter. Certainly, i 1s not casy 
to establish which 1s which. 

Once again Deaglo enters the fray. “They are always 
inventing.” he says, “new, preferably casy occasions for 

expenditure. They elect those politicians who promise 
the greatest amount of new cxpenditures, independent of 
their usefulness. The most despairing aspect of the status 
in Mafia-infested areas 1s not the dramatic accumulation 
of murders, but rather the widespread indifference with 
which even those who have nothing to do with the Mafia 
often accept, favor. and even request public waste.” 

In the newspapers the debate begins to sound like a 

discussion about soccer. In other words, on one side are 
those who say that the state 1s actually the principal 

supporter of the Mafia. On the other side. are the 
supporters of the South, who once again are bringing up 
that age-old idea of a conspiracy of the nch and powerful 
North against a South forced to beg for help in order to 
survive 

In the background there 1s the drama of a colossal public 
dem and a constant overrun of the state accounts. In 
spite of all the actions to readjust, the added taxes, cuts, 
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and reshaping. in the first three months of 1991 the 
moncy drain has rarsed the state deficit to 34 trifhon hire 
whoech 1s 8 tnihon more than during the same pernod of 
1990. How long can the South continue to dram off 
resources” How much longer can eprsodes hike the recon- 
Structson make people talk about “an endicss carth- 
quake” 

The leagues are not alone im warning that the North “will 
not take ut any longer.” In Brussels they say that the EC 
polecy 1s to do away with all the supports and tax relecfs 

that can interfere with the normal rules of competition 
The most cried example. m this contest, 1s the require- 
ment that all local authorities, staic-o~wned industrics. 
and public health units must buy between WO) and 5) 
percent of their supphes from Mezzogiorno firms. The 
EC 1s obviously against regulations of thes kind. which go 
against the free circulation of goods. The EC 1s also 
pomting to the mayor delays and blatant negligencics im 
the Italian implementation of the so-called PIM [Inte- 
grated Mediterrancan Programs]. which were cipressly 
designed to favor the less fortunate regions. “Greece 1 
behaving better than Italy.” say officials in Brussels. 
“and st could casily be that billhons and billions of credits 
earmarked for the Italian South may be delayed. or even 
canceled.” 

As paradonical as it may seem. Italian politicians do not 
seem to be overly concerned with Community policies, 
perhaps convinced that these games are best played at 
home. that 1s, by putting the new aid to the Mezzogsorno 
under the state budgct. 

This asd 1s viewed with suspicion even by the Confind- 
ustria [General Confederation of Itahan Industry}|. The 
position of Innocenzo Cipolletia, general manager of the 
industrialists association, 1% quite straightforward 
“Today. with state contributvons,” he says. “we can get 
almost 100 percent of the required investment. Thrs 1s 
really too much. The number of incentives could be 
reduced, leaving more room for auiomatic mechanisms. 
like fiscal incentives.” 

In March, at CNEL [National Council for Economy and 
Labor}. Giuseppe De Rita supported the signing of a 
three-way agreement between the government. private 
industry. and the umons which would be renamed the 
“Grand Pact for the South.” At least for the time being. 
however, this is still in the planning stage. This summer 
a commiutice will have to provide guidelines for the 
reform of economic aid and managed wage settlements 
for the southern firms 

With regard to the Mafia, the Camorra, and the ‘Ndrang- 
heta, the emerging criminality 1s there to be seen by all 

With regard to the ever-present tendency to think and 
act in terms of state aid, even here it suffices to read in 
the newspapers of the South about the appeal for 
renewed aid to understand the importance of this plaguc 
With regard to the role of the political parties, 1 1s highly 
unlikely that, pressured in the North by the advance of 
the leagues, they will not try, mn the South, to gather the 
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largest number of votes with the usual influcnce pod- 
dlung. We well be dcbateng more and more aboul the 
South and ots als. Of thes we can be certam 

Banking Sectcr’s Political Ties Criticized 

VIESOSIOB Vian ELROPEO im Itahan 24 May 9! 
pw 

[Gwho Saveth aruclk: “We Have the Worst Banks m 

Europe” ] 

[Text] And the public-sector bankers, who control 70 
percent of our savings. do not hide the fact that they are 
beholden to the heads of the loan sections of thei 
respective parties. 

The total of the moncy deposited m and loaned by our 
public-sector and savings and loan banks. where the 
allocation of key positions according to political partes 
“has attarned the level of precision required of a chem- 
mt.” writes IL MONDO. comes to 1.1 millon bilhon [1.1 
quadrillron] lire, or almost 20 millhon lire cach for every 
ltahan crtuzen, from newborn to centenarian. If the 
public sector's monopoly of our banking system has as its 
“sole” comsequence for its depositors that the Itahan 
banking system's costs are the highest on Europe and its 
services the least efficient (Greece excluded), the heavy 
hand of the political parties mn the entrusting of respon- 
sibilitees vs a factor. 

According to the Bank of Italy. the Cassa di Risparmio 
del Molise [Molise Savings and Loan Bank]. presided by 
former DC [Christian Democratic Party] Deputy Di 
Lisa. practsced a “disbursement of loans that was char- 
acterized by an approxmate, fragmentary, and incom- 
plete check of credit information and standing that was 
often made directly by the general manager, with state- 
ments of untended end-use that could neither be deduced 
nor inferred, not even from the submitted 
application.” Uncollectibie loans mm 1987 totaled at least 
$00 billon lire, out of a total of 620 billion lire loaned. 
The Cassa di Risparmio di Calabria ¢ Lucama [Calabria 
and Lucama Savings and Loan Bank], as of the date of its 
commuissarramento [placement of a troubled bank's man- 
agement and administration under an “cxaminer on 
premises” appomted and empowered by the central 
banking authority), had uncollectsble loans totaling 800 
billhon lire made to frends of politecians, for the most 
part ringleaders of the ‘Ndrangheta. The Cassa di 
Risparm: ¢ Deposit: di Prato [Prato Savings. Deposits 
and Loan Bank]. placed under “examuner-on-premises” 
control om 1988, had, at that ume, 1.779 trifhon lire mm 
outstanding high-risk loans and 600 billion in losses for 
the previous year alone: “The Prato Bank's casy moncy 
had rained down, for by far the most part, on a tiny circle 
of darlings berg curred.” (as quoted from Giampaolo 
Pansa’s // Valloppo). 

These are only the most recent cases im which the 
banking system's nomenklaturista malversation of funds 
has resulted in scandal, commissarramento, and criminal 
proceedings. But for cach of such cases that comes to 
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laght. there are hundreds of others mm which the under- 
tying favoritusm remains burned m “hank secrecy” 
Having at one’s dGrsposal moncy om large quantetecs and at 
a cheap price, without offering any ncoessary guarantees 
beyond political protectson. 15 om etsclf a way of bocomung 
wealthy. and even more so if one comuders that the 
nomeniiatura has at us disposal (when « docs not 
actually create) firsthand information that cnabics viabic 
speculation. A well<alculated authoritative statement. 

the carly disclosure of a new tas. or of a forthcoming 
subsidy. or of forthcoming mvesiments m a given cco- 
nomic sector oF mm a regron—<cven if none of thrs subrsc- 
quently comes to pass—<can significantly influence quo- 
tatvons on the stock market. For cxampic: If the frends 
of the maker of the statement have credit, 1 will not be 
difficult for them to “legally” make substantial gains 

That patent lack of a sense of the state that characterizes 
even the highest authorities of the Republic pervades the 
banks as we'd. Sence of creates no scandal for the speaker 
of the Chamber of Deputies and the president of the 
Senate to also sit as members of the Central Commutice 
of their own party. giving abundant evidence of the 
subordination of the state to the party burcaucracy. 1 
considered perfectly normal for the Socialist bankers to 
report to Francesco Forte. and for the Christian Demo- 
crats bankers to report to Lucio Abus. cach the head of 
his respective party's loan section. The sca that upon 
assuming a high public office the politician should 
forthwith and for thal reason cease partisan tics, never 
even crosses the muends of the nomendiatura Vf. as La 
Rochefoucauld once sand. “Hypocrisy 1s an homage that 
vice renders to virtue.” then the vice of the nomena. 
tura has become so ar.ogant that 1 perceives no need to 
dissembic. 

The public interest and the mterest of the party are one 
and the same concept for the somenkiatura When 
Campama’'s Christian Democrats are accused of having 
profited handsomely from the Irpima carthquake. they 
respond not by proclanmuing their honesty. but by simply 
pointing out that all the partees had a hand im admunis- 
tering the funds. The gaming and holding on to power for 
the sake of power, once an objective disguised as om the 
public interest, 1s now a proclanmed nght. The fault with 
which one Christian Democratic faction reproaches the 
other 1s not that the policy i 1s pursuing 1s mistaken, but 

that it 1s allowing itself to be done out of positions of 
power. “You have lost everything.” shouts Vittorio 
Shardelia to his in-house opponents. “We. on the other 
hand, by capturing the leadership of all the local institu- 
trons, have recaptured everything.“ “Capture”: The term 
mn itself 1s already sognificant, revicrated, i 1s all the more 
so. The question 1s: Capture to what end” 

* Budget Deficit Examined, Solutions Discussed 
OIE S081 4 Milan EU ROPEO im Ttalhan 24 May 91 

pp 138.140 

[Giuseppe Oldam article: “Deep Red” ] 
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[Teatt A gap mm the accounts of the statc 1s too wade to be 
breigeed Mh taxes on portabic tclephoncs. An cnngmatx 

_wereng of the com of moncs. Is ut all explained by the 
mmmmcnce of clectons” Or os mflation the real 

mancuscr 

We call a the “deficu party ~ it os vers strong and. above 

all. truls transversal, m thal & cnoompasscs represcnita- 
tives of all poltscal persuasons sharing a2 common 

motte “Don't shear the sheep too closely ~ The sheep. of 

cowrse. are the Itahan taxpayers. of beticr vet. thow 

Kahan couzems eho. month after month, must reckon 

with the polrtecal class. ots dectatcs. and Ws waneutk 

iheass Mows] and the publ dem. ehoch has now 

reached the mountamous sum of 1.3 milhon bulhon 

[quadrillson| lire 

With ots most recent “budget mancuver’—the polrt- 
crams demure term for the mew taxes and spending 

cuts—last week. thes parts finalls came out mito the 
open After weeks of toveng with an alarmed publx 

opemeon om the face of an wmmuenent crash of the publa 

accownteng structure. the deficut party decided to but 
portaic telephones. boats. high-powered motorcyctes 

cross-country vehicles. campers. even credit cards 

wheskes. and om sum. ail that may seem a ugn of wealth 

“Aad so the mountan brought forth the class mouse” 
was the widespread comment. How much of a gap that 

even the government admuets rs 12 trillhon lire—and that 
s cstemated by other experts. such as Bruno Visenten of 

the PRI (hahan Repubbcan Party]. to be arownd 2) 
trlhon—can the “-nthon-lire “maneuver” fill” 

The deficit party's real strategy 1s. on fact, a different one 

A play on the cost of moneys. Cn Monday. 1} May. the 

Monrstry of the Treasury managed to convince the Bank 

of Italy [BI] to lower the discount rate from 12.5 to 11.5 

percent. a measure that ms of less help to businesses 
needing to borrow than ft 1s to the state. the country’s 

mggest dettor, which shows up mm the market every 15 

days with ots BOT s [Treasury bells] to be sold at any cost 
If the drscownt rate s lowered, 1 os camer to convince 
mvestors of the dewratiity of BOTs even at lower 
micrest rr tes 

What 1s the pownt of thes khend of strategy” The answer rs 
quite semple First of all. there os the problem of the 

sheep to be sheared 4 hard-nosed. heays-handed sian 

eare would undouledly have mnduced citizens to ask the 
polrtecrams to account for ther performance as happy- 

go-lucky spendthrifts of the monry of others. And 

arownd clectron tyme, the government knows very well 
that ot +s mot advisable to pul such sdeas into the monds 

of the Itahans The leagues are already strong cnough 

and the desire to teach the tradrtonal parties a lesson 

could magnify Bows: A Company's success bevond mea- 
sure 

The scoond port 1s closely correlated «ith the first. The 

defrcrt party knows that to contrnuc growing without 

problenrs ot must avon traumas and shocks of any hind 

Its obyective os to tax but not blatantl. Its tactic ms to 
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make every Itahan beleve that. aficr all. someone cise 
will pay the aew tases. mavic only the mch. and that 

theretore he or she well pay nothing ~Stangaic. ves. bul 

not for vou” The deficut party beleves that only om thes 
way will « be able to continue spending eithout 
restra;nt. thus cnabling 1 to contiruc dispensing largesse 
to the usual chenicie. whech would otherernsc lose thew 

influence and power 

Finance Menrstcr Reno Formoeca ss probably too preac- 

cupred with finding ways and means of procuring ace 

revenuc for the nathonal budget to think of putteng the 
gov crament machinery mto working order again Budget 
Minister Paolo Cirmo Pomocino ss, above all, concerned 
thal an carnest savings policy could penalize the Mez7o- 

grorno (and particularly the Neapolitan zone. hrs comsin- 

vency }. One way or the other, nothing must change: The 
deft party makes government spending tts religron. 
and the others do not feel up to opposing the lobbucs and 
ther games. the forces of patronage. the corrupt mecha- 
nism for garnering votes and preferences that transforms 
legrsiative and governmental activities into wild-West 
assaults on the wagon tram 

The therd rong on thes vecrous cycle of spending. revenuc 
shortfalls, taxes. wangatc. and votes has to do with 

inflation Some cconomrsts m the past have called infla- 
tron the hidden tax. because ft strikes without an nmme- 

diate realizatoon by the one paying the bull, that 1 1s a tan 

But on the end. 1 1s the most oncrous of all taxes. because 
it spares no one and it +s difficult to control 

According to the defictt party. anyone who calls for a 
tightening of the reins on government accounts 1s simply 

“wise om hes own concert.” because here mm Italy. whoever 

holds the remns of power can manage a public de even 
as huge as the current onc, without having to worry too 

much. If as a result of some untoresecable event—such 
as a flight from the lira, for example—<even the lowering 
of the BOT and CCT [Treasury certificate) yields farls to 
work. then the mflation weapon can be wielded: An 
mecrease here. another there. a few overly oncrous read- 

jusiments clewhere, and proces shoot upward. enabling 
a restoration of balances. Thes passes the bill to the less 
protected class—to those, that 1. who have been less 
quick to have the wages and salaries increased—and to 
the savers: those who trusted the many promises of 

stable and even dechning prices 

Is the horizon mndeed so dark” If we consider that for all 

intents and purposes the deficit party has overcome even 
the resistance of the former governor of the Bank of 
ltaly. Goando Carh, who as treasury minister, and m an 

attempt to hold public spending mm check and case the 
impact of pablo indettedness, introduced the rsucs of 
pensions and privatizations, the answer 1s unguecstron- 

ably: Yes. the coononmnc situation looms very dark 

indeed. Public accounts, pecenmally submerged im a red 
sca of unchanging huc, leave no dow of u whatever 
Even scholars of the caliber of Marwo Mont: have 
reached the concluson that thes political class no longer 

fears the nica of a further deepening of the budget deficit, 
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“mere. one way oF another. « succeeds m sciling ace 

BOTs and CCTs. mortgaging the country’s futurc 
wcalth. the wealth thal nce gcncratoms well have to st 
asede to pas the detts contracted hy today's Itahans 

Mont: has proposed. m CORRIERE DELLA SERA 
placeng an 8-percent cesleng on BOT emterest rates as a 
Gcterren against cucessive resort to the markct hy the 

Treasury. Some commentators have held that such a 
measure would probably accomplish a reduction of the 

State dcM at the cupense of the savers. and nothing cise 
(nhers have asserted that thes 1s definsicls aot the was to 

curb squandering by the state. since a polrtecal claws that 

has run up a dem of 1.3 quadrblhon bre will have no 

«tuples about competing people to buy secures even 

at bow yields. Be that as tf may. evervone has recognized 
that the crus of the problem « our governing body's 

attitude toward spending: Sunce the deficet party 1s very 
strong m the Chamber and the Senate. publ opimon 

must become just as strong if if 1s to try to bemet thes 
upward spiral of stangate and lithe wangate. taves and 
lstthe taxes, and creepyng mcreases and outright galloping 

mecreases in the cost of lnveng 

Carh's case 1s indeed symbol: On the one hand. m 

suggesting that the retorement age be rarsed to 65. the 

former governor of the Bank of Italy dared to bring up 
the pension nsuc. Not only was he stopped on hrs tracks 

but every ltahan has now understood the politicians 

extreme embarrassment at having had to also talk about 
the state employee “baby penwons” plague [lItahan 

press's term for the pension plan provrsson that entities 

government emplovees to retire with pensson after a very 
bret period of employment]. It 1s very clear to all. at thes 

port. that even if a law were to be passed raning the 
reterement age to 65. the benefits of the army of munrs- 
terial employees. teachers. emplovees of local agencies 
masimen, and railroad workers would remarn \irtualls 
unaffected, of mm a very small way at most. That would be 
taken care of by Labor Moenrster Franco Marin. «ho. as 

secretary of the CISL [Iahan Federatron of Trade 
L mons), succeeded mm getteng the wages and salaries of 
government emplovees raned hy several percentage 
ports above the muscratlic pay cavelopes of mdustry 

workers 
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The result of the prrvatizateon msec 1s also bcs to be an 

embarrassment for Cara. The former BI governor suc- 

ceecged m pusheng through to a favorable decrmon the 
proncepic of transformeng the EN] [Nateonal Hydrocar- 
bons (orporaon], ENEL [Nateonal Electra Power 
( ompans |. and other companecs mmto pornt-stack compe 

mecs. But on thes case too. the form that the empicmenta- 
hon of that decrsson 1 to take ms bound to icave a Detter 

tasvic. Actually. the state has decoded to retam a 4! 

percent stake om cach of these companoecs. thus rendering 
the prrvatization purchy theoretacal. sence the real powcr 
well remarn om the hands of the poletecal claws that hy noe 

comuders these compannecs os lawful fictdorms The 

privatization that has been started todays mas mdecd 

become 2 realty at some future datc. bul for the tome 
berng. that will not happen. And for some vears to come 

we will have to contenuc commdcring these agencies as 
boots on the hands of the dommant partecs 

In sum. a decent. the wsual decent. consummated to the 

preyudue of the publec emterest. Stell another cxiample 

thes one also onc of the stream of taxes mmtruduced om the 

softest manner powstic This month. almost all Itahans 

will be filleng out the famed Form “4. the annual 
moome tax return form. and there thes well find that 

taxes on real property. which het homecowencrs and 
owners of vacant land. have been mercased hy 25 per 

cent. And that s pust the first of such mereases. plans 

datong back to some tome ago call tor it to be followed Py 
further “touch-ups. to wee the cuphemrem currently) m 

vogue 

Even granting. purely for the sake of argument. that 
portable telephones can only be owned by devoters to 

status symbols. what pustrficatron can be advanced hy 
those mmtcnt on harasseng anyone who owns the hore on 

which one lives” The vyeng among politicians to spend 
more. to further break the budget. to distribute more and 

more largesse armed at burlding hgger and Mggert chen- 

teles and influencing more preferential votes. 6 now so 
radwcalzred that not even thers assault on moomes will be 

comudered a tug thong ('r so the representatives of the 
partecs will contenuc to hope. For as long as the Iahans 

bet them 
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* PSD Leader Pacheco Pereira Interviewed 

VIE SO8I68 Lishow SABADO os Portuqcuw 
17.23 May Of pp DOD 

fimervice eath Pacheco Perewra. a leader of the PSD 
(Socul Democratec Party) by Antomo Prata. place and 

date not given: “1 Am Satefied Wath the PSD") 

[Text] [Prata] How ded your poletecal activity begin” 

[Pereira] | began to be actrve om polstecal life m the way 
those mm the opposition could be under the preceding 
regeme. | was an assocsatoon leader. I began my political 
activity om the Secondary School Association and con- 

tenwed ot on the Faculty of Law om Lesbon and the Faculty 
of Letters on Oporto. The bulk of my student activity was 
m Oporto. | partecepated m all the student struggic 

campaigns waged | was pressdent of the board of officers 
of the plenary assembly of the students ra Oporto for a 
number of vears. There were poloe rads in many of 
those years. Thes was between 1967 and the beginning of 
the 1970's 

|Prata] And later” 

[Perera] In about 1971. as was somewhat the case with 
the other student leaders mm that cra. I found « impos. 
sible to contenuc to engage m the same type of action 
legally. There was then gradual involvement in clandes- 
tome activity 

[Prata] What kend of mnvolvement” 

[Perevra] | wrote about various msucs. | published a 
number of artecles on literature and art criticism, and 
translations of the poetry of Rembaud. Emly Dickenson. 
and Rene Char. Also. there 1s one thong that was charac- 
teristic of my generatron om that epoch. Radicalism in 
commection with esthetec and cultural matters \ 
began to be arsocuated with political radicalism. At the 
beginning of ae 1970's, a majority of the mndividuals in 
my) generation who had been active m the student 
movement began to be mvolved in clandestine activities 
and organizations. And was at that port, when the 

concepts of the far left were dominant om student circles. 
that a whole complies of Maorst organizations emerged 
They had already been established, or they developed in 

that period, as was the case with the “IRPP [Movement 
for the Reorgamization o the Proletariat Party] and the 
PCP-ML [Portuguese Communist Party Marxist- 
Leninest} 

[|Prata] And where was Pacheco Perera” 

[Perevra] During that period, | jorned the PCP-ML. a 
Maorst organization 

[Prata} For how long” 

[Perevra] | was a member of the PCP-ML for about three 
years, until the begrnning of 1975 

[Prata] Why the PCP-ML” 
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[Pereira] In one semsc. that 6 not very emportant. The 
differences betecen one political organization and 
another m that pened seem very emportant. bct. m 

realty. thes were not. There were differences m styic 
but little cise 

[Prata] But dod some factor determine vour chowe” 

[Perexra] Ordmmaridy. that depended on factors of a 
gcographx nature. the faculty where one was studying. 
and one’s frends 

[Prata] In 1974, you were operatong underground 

[Perewra] On | May 1973. the PIDE [International and 
‘State Defense Pohoe] randed my home. but I was not 
there. and. unt! 25 April. | operated underground 
immediately after 25 April. | operated m semactandes- 
tenets. whech meant that | ded not partecipate directly m 

a lar, proportion of the events 

[Prata] Why om semoclandestinity” 

[Pereira] There was the belef that the political sstuation 
was strll unstatc and that ac might revert to the carher 
situation. The small groups of thes type were paranod 
about security 

[Prata] Why did vou leave the PCP-ML” 

[Perevra] As was the case with almost everyone, that 
break was the product of an apparently theoret«cal 
discussion about the real Portuguese situation. | was 
critecal of the fact that the conduct of the leftest organ- 
zations was objectively very close to that of the Commue- 
nist Party. | favored a theory at that tome that stell seems 

valid to me. to the effect that the Communrst Party m 

Portugal was not conducting itself hke a reformest party 
bul was. om fact, attempting to gar power, whereas the 
conduct of the extreme leftsst orgamizations was contrib- 
uteng obyectively to that winning of power 

[Prata] Was your resignation definitive” 

[Pereira] lt was. | was one of the first to leave, when it 
was very difficult to do w | found myself almost 

frendiess overnight. As the vears have passed, an initer- 
esting thing has occurred. | had already long since 

abandoned the extreme left when many other mundi id- 

uals began their activities om that sector, But there 1s a 
tendency to mix everytheng together, and | take a some- 
what rromi view of the hundreds of individuals whose 
activitees om the extreme left wing were subsequent to 
mine, those who jouned it afterwards and left 1 still later, 
but who today have no recollection that they were 
evireme leftists 

[Prata] And what memory does Pacheco Pereira have of 
the extreme icft wing” 

[Perevra}] In a certamn mtemate sense of the emotional 
relationship with politcal activity, | do not feel that 
there was any qualitative difference between my feclings 
mm that era and those today The least rmportant thing im 
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the years between 1968 and 1974 were the specific forms 
of politscal activity. What was important was the feeling 

and the commutment to the rebellion against an author- 
itlarian regime based on hypocrisy. 

[Prata] Why? 

[Pereira] Because, in those years, at the end of the 1960's 
and the beginning of the 1970's, the radicalization of the 
student movement, the nature of political life in Por- 
tugal, and the lack of any future pushed individuals 
toward a more radical attstude. And that radicalization. 
which took many forms, one of which was the actions of 
these groups. the majority of them student groups, faced 
people with the need to understand themselves well. It 

was in that era that I learned many of the things I now 
know about the conduct of people in politics in an 
extreme situation, when it 1s individual qualities and 

courage. the capacity for sacrifice, and the ability to be 
true to what one 1s that count. And the lessons about the 
conduct of men in extreme situations are among the 
most important for understanding political activity. in 
general. 

[Prata] And the fact that people were Maoists” 

[Pereira] An entire generation was Maoist. But. behind 
the explicit ideology, if we look at the conduct in that 
penod. we find a great deal more of a liberation ideology 
directed against two structures—the authoritarian 
regime and the Communist Party. And 1 was. in fact. the 
extreme left wing thal, in a way, emancipated the Por- 
tuguese Opposition from the reverential fear 1 had of the 
Communist Party. That liberation fom the PCP was 
broader than any political contest. (1 was a revolution in 
thinking. mn the vision of the world. 

{Prata] After 11 March, you abandoned the extreme left 
wing. How did your political career continue” 

[Pereira] After that, | rebuilt my life. In the preceding 
years, | had interrupted my studies, and | found myself 
in a complicated situation, from a professional point of 
view. By then I had published some books on the history 
of the Portuguese workers’ movement, but those books 
had been banned, and, when the police raided my house. 
they stole a large part of my research materials and also 
the university thesis | was in the process of writing. I had 
almost completed it, and | was left with nothing. That 
provoked a strong reaction on my part. For a long time. 
| wrote nothing about those things. I had done several 
years of work, and | was never able to recover them 

[Prata] Does it upset you today to be identified with the 
extreme left wing? 

[Pereira] No, that 1s a part of my public and private 
biography. And I have never wanted to change anything 
It displeases me that people who are aware of the facts 
forget that, between the time | left the extreme left wing 
and the time I became a PSD [Social Democratic Party] 
candidate, 10 years passed. 
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Then. on the other hand. 1 annoys me because | am one 
of those individuals who has never blocked events from 
his memory. I always remember them. | have always 

written about them. both from the academic ar? from 
the political point of view. It annoys me to see that the 
majority of the people—and there are many—do. 
indeed. forget their past and claim for themselves today 
a continuity in their positions thal, in practice. they 
never had. 

[Prata] ater you came to the PSD. Why? 

[Pereira] My movement tov ird the PSD was perfectly 
natural. Moreover. I had already moved toward the 
Democratic Alliance sector in 1980. The issue in Portu- 
guese political life that seemed important to me was 
whether the PS [Socialist Party}. which could have been 
and had on a number of occasions the opportunity to be 
the leading reformist party in the political system. would 
soon side with the system self and become the most 
conservative party. After 25 Apnil, Portuguese society 
obviously needed basic reforms. And the PSD had the 
capacity to remain the great party promoting reform. In 
the decisive moments when it was aboul to win power. 
the PSD conducted itself as the leading reformust party. 
And that capacity to keep the reformist determination 

intact inevitably brought me closer to the PSD. among 
other things because | had always urged those reforms 
and those changes in Portuguese society. 

No major reform since 25 April, esther in the political 
system or in the economic system, 1s associated with the 
PS. Not one. The few reforms the PS carried out 
occurred during the coalition government with the CDS 
{Social Democratic Center Party]. while all the other 
reforms are associated with the PSD. And this has a 
particular attraction for someone who wants to struggic 
for a change in the foundations of society and 1s not 
content with purely situational actions in political life. 

[Prata] The PSD sssued an invitation to you as an 
independent deputy. Do you still feel lke an indepen- 

dent today” 

[Pereira] No. The invitation was issued to me as an 
independent deputy, and | felt then that some time 
should pass before | joined the PSD. 

[Prata] Why” 

[Pereira] | believe that parties have an affective compo- 
nent, and the members must feel comfortable in them. | 
did not know the people, the militants, and the leaders of 
the PSD very well, and. therefore, my situation as an 
independent allowed me to determine that | was com- 

fortable with the PSD and to become a member. | must 
tell you that | was aware at the beginning that this was a 
transitional situation, but it was important in order to 
understand the PSD better. | had spent so many years 
without making any decision about party involvement, 
and I did not want to make the first, and I think the last. 
without taking care. 
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[Prata] Are you satisfied with the PSD” 

{Pereira} | am. from both the personal and the political 
point of view. Parties always tend to be fundamentalist. 

and it 1s understandable that long years of membership 
are valued. But the PSD 1s sufficiently open to society 
and to its plural nature to avoid closing in upon itself, 

like the PS. and becoming an excessively homogencous 
and reductive group. | must be one of the PSD members 
who has been most frequently invited in the past four 
years tO participate in party assemblies and sections. 
from the northern to the southern part of Portugal. | 
have never sensed any reaction to the fact that | am often 
one of the newest members present in the hall. Quite the 

cont: ary. I have always been aware of respect and 
understanding. A party thal wants to survive cannot do 

so with the 1974 members alone. It also needs the 1991 

membership 

|Prata] You seem to be one of the deputies most willing 
to support the majority and the government. Is that the 
case” 

[Pereira] 1 do not see why this would be a failing. It 1s 
assumed that the deputies of the government party will 

support the government. whose program of action 1s 
what they were elected to implement. But. if this means 

closing one’s eyes to the mistakes, then no. As I have said 

a number of times. no one can govern for four years 
without committing errors. When | am aware that mis- 
takes exsst. | do not defend the government. At most, I 
keep silent. In the case of errors that seem more serious 

to me. | adopt a position in the proper forum. | have 

always done this. Now what I have been advocating 1s. 
basically. the direction followed in this government's 
political action. It seems to me clearly positive 

[Prata} When you are not in disagreement. you remain 

silent. Would it not give you greater prestige as a deputy 
if, when you disagree, you said so in the Assembly of the 
Republic? 

[Pereira] No. Under the current electoral system. the 
deputies are dependent on the parties. This does not. 

however, mean any suppression of one’s conscience 

There 1s a certain mystification on this rssuc 

[Prata] But, in some cases, might not implementation of 
the program be something other than the best thing” 

[Pereira] In such cases, the most effective ways of voicing 
criticism are not necessarily the public ones. In the 

instances when there 1s public discussion. | take a 
position. And, on some matters, | am in the minority 

with regard to the positions of the party 

|Prata] For example” 

[Pereira] | have always supported different positions 
with regard to the transfer of television ownership to the 
private sector. I have always felt that it was necessary to 

go further, that there should not be such a vast public 
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space. Also, | have always criticized the party for failing 

to revise the electoral law, when u could do so by a 

simple majority. 

[Praia] You are not, then, one of those who believe that 

the prime minister has never erred? 

[Pereira] No. I do not take the view thal the prime 

minister has never erred. 

[Prata] What 1s your point of view” 

[Pereira] That he has almost always been mght, which 1s 
saying a great deal. 

[Prata] A year ago. you urged that. if the PSD did not win 
an absolute majority. 1t should go over to the opposition. 

Do you still msist upon this concept” 

[Pereira] 1 did not say that. Personally, | believed and | 

still believe that the PSD should not govern from a weak 
position, in which it 1s unable to carry oul its program 

{Prata] And this means precisely what? 

[Pereira] It may mean that, if it does not have an 
absolute majority. or if mt does not have a minority 
government in a position to ensure strong government, it 

should go over to the opposition. 

[Prata] And what do you advocate today” 

[Pereira] The same thing. Under no circumstance should 
the PSD govern in a situation in which it 1s a weak 
government, in which it takes on the responsibilities of 

governing without being able to pursue its policy. This 
would be a serious error. 

[Prata] What are the alternatives’ 

|Pereira) Having a majority in order to govern—that 1s 
what the party wants and what it can achieve. I think that 

the PSD can find no acvantage in discussing any alter- 
native other than this onc. If, for any reason, the PSD 
should fail to obtain an absolute majority, it should not 
abandon the requirement that there be a strong govern- 
ment, but must confront the opposition with the need to 

grant the authority on a parliamentary basis for the PSD 

to govern on the basis of its program. If this does not 
happen. another party or coalition should take over the 

responsibility 

[Prata] You dismiss, therefore, the possibility of an 

alliance either with the CDS or with the PS” 

[Pereira] Coalitions are not good political solutions 

[Prata] But might a coalition be better than a minority 
government’ 

[Pereira] Coalition governments do not meet the needs 
of the country, nor are they compatible with the charac- 

teristics and difficulties that will be evident in all coun- 

tries in the coming years 
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[Prata] Do you continue to believe that an absolute 
majority wall be achieved” 

[Pereira] | am convinced that the PSD can win an 

absolute majority. And there 1s no indication that there 

might have been any undertow or change in Portuguese 

society related to what happened in 1987 that would 
favor another party—the PS. in particular 

|Prata] If there 1s no absolute majority. are you one of 
those who predict chaos” 

{Pereira] | have already stated my view that the party 
leaders should not speculate about what would happen if 

what thes want and believe best for the party and the 

country does not happen. This. instead of being a kind of 

advance preparation for this situation. conveys the idea 

that thes are not consinced that they can achieve the 

eg val the, want 

{Prata] Which 1s not the case” 

[Pereira] Its not. Lam convinced that the PSD can win 

an absolute majpornts. and ut theretore should work to 

achieve that 

[Prata] What about the PS” 

| Pereira] The situation rs becoming more difficult tor the 

PS with every passing day. It made an error in reaching 

the zenith in its Opposition too soon. It had no strategic 

visson. even about using rts own cflorts wisely. It plaved 

all of ts trump cards too soon. and ut finds uself, at a 
time that 1s most difficult for any opposition party —that 
in which the government ts displaying achievements—in 

a situation in which at has nothing more to say. To thes is 

added the tavlure of the socialsst administration in Lis- 
bon. which will force Dr Jorge Sampaio to leave the 

chamber to wage an clectoral campaign with a negative 

image as the president of that bods 

[Prata] What are vour political ambitions’ 

[Pereira] Ambition 1s a subjective tecling. and politics rs 

made up of public causes. My ambitvons are my causes 

[Prata] How, then. can one ask Pacheco Pereira it he has 

prolate al amttrons of not’ 

i reir) Thies question has been answered There 1s no 

conflict in me between what 1 do and what | would Ike 
tf d nthe futur 

[Prata!] And then 

[Pereira] Things always develop naturally 

[Prata] Do ve uu hope that thes will contenuc thus’ 

Per vat | wr Na) reason that thes will not 
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* State Secretary, PSD's Durao Barroso Profiled 

* Personal Details 

YIESOS344 Lishon O JORNAL in Portueucse 

17> May Yipll 

{Lurdes Fev article] 

[Text] He tollows astrology. and Anes rs his sign. At the 
Law School. he had the prettiest girifmends. He 1s a good 

conversationalist and does not use a computer. Jose 

Manucl! Durao Barroso. 35. 1s state secretary for foreign 
affairs and cooperation and a member of the Political 
Commission of the PSD [Social Democratic Party} 

Description 

At age 35. he has a stocky appearance but retains a 
youthful face. He weighs 88 kg and 1s 1.76 meters tall 

Anyone watching him walk perceives that calssthenics rs 

not hes thing. He has a stiff. awkward gant. He docs not 

consider himsclif handsome or photogenic, but he 1s vain 

He thinks that he has a “mysterious, enigmatic quality™ 

that 1s attractive. During adolescence. he was envied bs 

classmates and tnends because he had the prettiest 
girlfriends in high school and at the Law School 

Background 

The son of an accountant and a high school teacher. both 
from abroad. he ended up with Lisbon as his birthplace. 

at a house on Joao \ XI Street. His “roots are rural” but 
detached. He was born caught between the grande bour- 

gcorsie Of hes paternal grandparents. who were land- 
owners. and the petite and movenne bourgeorsic of his 

matcrnal grandparents. fundamentally merchants and 

liberals. His paternal grandfather was a monarchist. 

exiled on Brazil at the advent of the Republic and named 

by Salazar as president of the Valpacos Chamber. He 1s 

still on the nght today. Hrs maternal grandtather was a 

merchant. who 1s currently engaged in civil Construction 

in Regua In thes far more progressive branch of the 
family. there have been members ranging from pricsts 

and physicians to university professors. However. there 

are not many imbheritances—at most. some land in the 

north 

( haracter 

He was born on 23 March 1956 under the sign of Anes 

and of the Monkeys on the Chinese zodiac. They say that 

he regards astrology yokingly and admits to being like 

what the books claam—thes predict a future for him asa 

politician. a diplomat. or an actor What he could not 

have been. for cxample. was a doctor Even as a young- 
ster, he was upset by the sight of butcher shops, with 

bloods meat hanging. and he always detested violence 

Vers “shy” and somewhat “introverted.” although he 

adores applause and praise. By nature. he shuns crowds 

and confusion. In this connection. a story 1s told about 

an incident that occurred during a recent visit by Mano 

Soares to Sao Tome ¢ Principe. Durao Barroso was in the 
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party with the PR [president of the Republic] on 23 
March, and someone remembered that 1 was his 
birthday. So they held an impromptu surprise party for 

him, which left him so embarrassed that he blushed. 
There are also some who give an example of this shyness 
with photos of the Angolan talks, in which he almost 
always has downcast eyes and the expression of a “bash- 
ful™ child. 

Since boyhood, he has always been intellectual, although 
unruly and mischievous. He was summoned by the high 
school principal and reprimanded by his parents at 
home. But he always received excellent grades and was 
neither a troublemaker nor malicious. One of his main 
qualities 1s discretion. Another is his capacity for dia- 
logue and for understanding others. For example. in his 
contacts with the Afmcans, he managed to “get under 
their skin.” carning their respect and trust. Even Jonas 
Savimbi, who had on occasion disparagingly called him 

a “rascal.” has now praised his efforts for peace in 
Angola. However. he never set foot in Africa until he 
became state secretary of the MNE [Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs). 

His collaborators consider him demanding. perhaps too 

severe, highly “disciplined” and “persistent.” but com- 
pamonabie. They also claim that he ts “emotional” and 
“sensitive.” although with unstable moods and a tem- 
peramental nature. He manages to laugh uproariously 
and tell stores in a circle of frends, but he 1s easily 
angered by any sign of incompetence among those 
around him. He has not managed to shed the political 
image of a somewhat sober person. His young age may 
not be dissociated from this contrived stiffness. He 
dreads overexposure and 1s troubled by criticism from 
others. 

Life-Style 

He recently moved with his wife (Margarida) and three 
young children to a medium-sized apartment that he 
purchased in Campo Grande. He previously lived with 
relatives in a house near Resiclo. He rises at 0730, cats a 
very light brunch, arrives at his office about 0930, and 
does not leave until nearly 2100. This is when there are 
no trips intervening, and they occur often. He spends 
holidays in Moledo or Montegordo, in family homes or 
rented residences. He does not usually cross the border 
for relaxation. He has a “passion for opera and classical 
music” and 1s a devoted patron of the S. Carlos Theater 

Not even the peace negotiations with the Angolans at 
Eston! prevented him from attending concerts that 
appealed to him 

Family 

“Very close” to the family, he 1s still enthralled by the 

memory of his late father and by his childhood and 
adolescent years, divided between the city of Lisbon, 
where he attended the Camoes High School. and 
Almada, to which the family later moved. He harbors a 

great affection for his mother, whom he resembles phys- 
ically, and who was one of the first women to graduate 
from college in Regua. This 1s. moreover. one of the 
reflections of the “progressive attitude” his maternal 
grandfather always cultivated. He 1s also very fond of hrs 

brother, two years younger. who 1s in charge of the Data 

Processing Department in the Assembly of the Republic 
When he talks about his brother. u 1s with pide. He 
admures his intelligence and his enormous mathematical 
ability. 

Ambiti 

During adolescence, when his friends and classmates 
were entertaining themselves with bicycles. motorcycles. 

and soccer, he spent hes time on reading and politics. At 
age 13. he was already distributing informational licra- 
ture on the CDE [Democratic Electoral Commission] 
and participating in the 1969 campaign as an observer 

He read all the opposition newspapers: COMERCIO of 
Funchal. JORNAL of Fundao. DIARIO) of Lisbon 
REPUBLICA, and SEARA NOVA, The influence of hes 
socialist maternal grandfather may have contributed to 
this. He later pursued his university career. receiving a 
law degree at the L.sbon Law School with 17 merits. 
which gained him * grant in Geneva. He also took 
courses and internships in Florence and the Unred 

States. Nevertheless, while abroad. he devoured every- 

thing written about Portugal. to the pomt of being the 
target of mdicule by his classmates in the international 
courses. At the time. they told him that he would end up 

engaging in politics. Today. although he 1s “very ambi- 
tious,” he does «ot strive for positions or set goals. He 
prefers to advance slowly. “taking full advantage of the 

opportunities” that arise for him and creating a scll- 
image as a man aloof from behind-the-scenes battles 

either in the government or the party. He believes on the 
court of public opinion and rewards for those who “do 
not trample on anyone” and who command respect 

through their own merit. This has brought him drsad- 
vantages (he has no group or apparat to back him 
although he 1s a member of the PSD Political C ommrs- 

sion and has held government posts since 1485). but ut 
has also ensured him sympathy 

Methods 

He 1s one of the few members of the government without 
a computer in his office. Sophisticated apparatus and 
equipment are only for his collaborators. He hikes to 
write “everything by hand.” and uses and abuses the 

telephone. He 1s a good conversationalist, the kind who 
can learn from even the dullest mnterlocutors. The min- 
istry employees like him, basically because he still enters 

the MNE just as he did four years ago: Power has not 
gone to his head. He reads most of the newspapers and 
does not miss the news on the RTP [Portuguese Radio 

and Television] and radi. He also receives the foreign 

press regularly. For travel in Lisbon, he always uses a 

state car with a driver, preferring to arrive late rather 

than have to rush around the streets. He 1s more feartul 

of riding mn a car than of the countless trips he takes by 
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air. On the other hand. he 1s claimed to have a “dull. 

didactic, impervious” manner of speaking No one 

remembers him for warming up a rally or exciting people 

in audiences. But there are some who claim that he 1s not 

hike that. They speak of a fastidious. serious manner 
more in keeping with the position he holds. He still has 

the complex of being too young. For example. at the Law 

School, he was the main leader of the revolutionary 

masses of the MRPP [Movement for the Reorganization 
of the Proletariat Party] and the most ardent and emo- 
tional speaker. Some former colleagues, such as Pedro 

Santana Lopes. Jose Arantes (Cavaco Silva's current 

adviser). and filmmaker Joaquim Lettao. can vouch for 

this. Only upon the death of his father did he exchange 

his long hair and tunic for a suit and tie. He was 20 years 
old when he buried his revolutionary ideas with his 

father 

Desires 

Having material possessions 1s not a weakness with him, 

although ne does not suffer from a lack of money. He 

might cnyoy owning a house with a garden at the sea- 
shore. or a yacht, but having such things 1s not an 
obsession with him. He 1s content to have the means to 

pas for private school for his children, to buy good suits 

for receptions, to pay the loan on the new house. and to 

“hve comfortably ~ Hence, he docs not take risks on the 

stock market or gamble in the lottery. or in the toto-bola 

or toto-loto numbers games 

Models 

He 1s too self-satisfied to admit to being a fan of anyone 
But the admiration he had for Francisco Sa Carneiro, 
whose death prompted him to return to Portugal. 1s well 

known. After attending the funcral. he immediately 

registered with the PSD. He was also a supporter of 

(Cavaco Silva, in Figueira da Foz. and repaid the present 

prime munister for his confidence and support with a 

lovalty and admiration that have been undeniable. He 1s 

an “intransigent nationalist.” who would not exchange 

Portugal tor the greatest carthly paradise. And he ts 

attached to national politics as if nt were a drug: The 

more he consumes, the more he needs 

[Box p 11] 

\-Rays 

City: Lisbon 

Restaurant: Espelho de Agua. Vela Latina. and York 
House 

Bar and nightclub: Does not patronize 

Tobacce: Does not smoke 
Wine Douro 

Car: Has nonce. travels in a state vehicle 

Scotch: Macallen and Cutty Sark (prefers the malt type) 

Club: Likes only the Sporting Club 

Pets: Has none 
lelevision: Limited to the news 

Radio: TSF and REM 

Birthday: 2} March 
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* Prudence, Patience 

YIESOS34B Lishon PUBLICO MAGAZINE 
in Portuguese 19 May 91 pp 12-15 

{Marna Joao Avillez article] 

[Excerpts] Between ambition and competence. he 1s 
carving out a destiny for himself. At age 35, he can 
expect anything. although, with that cold. calculated 

aloofness that marks his every gesture and word, he may 

be said not to want anything. We, he and |. know that 
this 1s untruc, but he 1s not concerned. He 1s concerned 
about the effectiveness and results of every step he takes 
Jose Manuel Durao Barroso always moves with short 

steps. measuring and weighing their effect in advance 
He shuns apparatus and projectors because his nature 

advises him to keep his distance. dictating prudence and 
forcing him to calculate. For this reason, he has always 
been more in the shadows, backstage. than acting. and he 

does so with the intuition of one who knows how to use 

patience, persistence, and discretion, above all. Now, 

however, there 1s Angola and the expectations created, 

catapulting him to a stage and offering him another 
respite: He 1s the man of the hour, and they claim him to 

be Cavaco’s “buddy.” although that may prove to be 

another story, with an ending less predictable than might 

appear to the naked eve 

Imperturbable. the most public and renowned statc 
secretary mm the executive branch confines himself to 

remarking that he “can no longer go to Amorciras [a 

Lisbon shopping cenicr] to try on pants”: “Everyone 

keeps staring al me.” 

With the case of one who feels sure of himself, he 

occupies a beautiful office in the Ministry of Foremgn 

Affairs, always moving as if he had his life and plenty of 

tume ahead of him. In other words, he moves without 

haste. apprehension, or loudness, which would, after all, 
not be in keeping with this low vorce, thes restrained 

attitude, this slightly oblique glance, and this self- 

sainstaction in a chemically pure state 

Serious, sometimes grave. seated in an easy chair, Jose 

Manuel! Durao Barroso, wearing light-colored clothing. 
8 in direct contrast to my description. Sometimes he 

ventures into irony (Yes, | knew where Angola was on 

the map. but it 1s a fact that | had never been to Africa 

before all this..."). At other times. he almost seems to be 
funny ("l am not at all ke that’), However, he will 

almost always seck refuge in cliches, or defend himselt 

with overly gencral concepts and, sometimes, with good 

sentiments 

“A person does things because he feels he must do them 

1 look at things integrated in their own time. | am 

repeating myself (he sighs), but | must say again that 
politics 18 not a career but a yob. Let us say that | am 

doing the best possible job at all times. IT do things 

because | believe in them, and I do them when I believe 
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very strongly in them. Ambition? (A very long pause.) 
For power, no! I like, as they say in English. “to get the 

“Conceited” | like to succeed in what | do, all mght. And 
one has to be affirmative in politics! It is the opposition 
that says bad things. Of course, we have io believe that 
we are the best, and say so. Am I a Barrosist” Politically. 
| am a Cavaquist, and affirmative. Faults’ | have many, 
but | will not mention them now.” 

He frankly admits to me that, although he was born in a 
very conservative environment and was the son of a 
father who respected the regime, “| was with the oppo- 
sition al a very carly age.” [passage omitted] 

At the trme of the 25 April revolution, he was a first-year 
student at the Law School, where he had as classmates 
many of his present peers and a similar number with 
whom he is now in confrontation, either in the ideolog- 
ical realm or in party struggics. It was on this agitated 
and tumultuous stage that he first acquired a liking for 
political battles, when, with a violent passion that seized 

him body and soul, he joined the MRPP. Today. the 
legend of those times 1s still intact. and the “flash” that 
he had then 1s still clear-cut, revealing him as “a sea- 
soned fighter and a dictator.” 

“This must be put in its proper perspective. | was 18 or 

20 years old, and. in the association's leadership. there 
were two movements: one pro-PCP [Portuguese Com- 
munist Party], the other the MRPP. The latter called 
itself “Dare To Fight.“ Naturally. | joined it, perhaps 
even out of a spirit of contrariness. The PC had taken 
note of this. in its manner, without consultation (he 

laughs). We were the only ones opposed to each other’ 
What I was most of all was against the PCP, but I took 
the matter very seriously" 

He adds, vehemently: “I was never a person from the 
right infiltrated there’ [passage omittcd] 

He concludes in a serious tone: “That 1s why | disagree 
when they claim that | am cold. What I am making 1s a 
great effort. My problem is being heated and hyperac- 
live.” 

If a person remains “the same.” a legacy still remains 
and. in particular, an experience born of aggressiveness. 
a notion of discipline, and a certain training in physical 

courage. And there 1s another method: “I have cultivated 
a methodological relativism and always tell myself that 
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nothing 1s black and nothing 1s white.” This has appar- 
ently proved useful to him. with both whites and blacks 

Between the “heroic™ times at the Law School. where he 
was a violent, seasoned fighter. and the present. which 
has produced a determined and calculating ruler. time 
determined his course. During a “university interval” 
lasting several years, which took him to Switzerland. and 
another, of a “familial type.” that compelled him to stay 
in London. he nevertheless received constant “news 
from Portugal.” It came through a messenger who was. 
simultaneously. “a frend and a politscian™: Pedro San- 
tana Lopes. Francisco Sa Carneiro’s deputy at the time 

Upon learning of the death of that political leader. 
Durao Barroso. “impressed.” boarded a plane and went 
directly to Lisbon for the funeral. That same day he 
registered with the PSD: “An emotional registration. and 
my connection was exclusively with Sa Carneciro— 

whom. unfortunately. | never had the opportunity to 
meet—far more than with the PSD.” 

Rediscovering his liking for politics, during the summer 
of 1981 he joined the “group of critics” and shortly 
thereafier followed his fnends. Marcelo Rebelo de 
Sousa, Jose Miguel Judice. and Santana Lopes. in the 
New Hope movement. In 1985. he engaged in the PSD 
election campaign and was clected a deputy. However 
he postponed his term in order to be able to remain at an 
American university for a while. He returned again soon 
afterward, responding affirmatively to Eursco de Melo 
The latter invited him to join Cavaco Silva's second 
government as state secretary of internal administration. 
in August 1987. 

“If there 1s no destiny, it 1s as if there were. There are 
many chance events.” he comments. attempting to con- 
vince me that, after all, everything 1s nothing but a series 

of chance events, instead of a pourney marked by calcu- 
lation and ambition, as it appears 

Today, Jose Manuc! Durao Barroso considers himsell a 
man who has learned “to manage his own contradic- 
tion.” and how to live compartmentalized. in daly 

activity filled exclusively by the political factor, with the 
“tension that can result from this.” 

“There 1s a part of me that ts more intellectual, more 
relativist. And | am a little skeptical.” [passage omitted] 

The future’ Jose Manuc! Durao Barroso 1s almost mndil- 

ferent: “A gamut of possibilities.” 

Or 1s it. rather than indifference. ultemately a matter of 

that other character trait of his that has been so precious 

to him: prudence” 
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Foreign Minister Views ‘Maximum Alert’ in SFRY 

LD2606142991 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
m Spanish 1200 GMT 26 Jun 91 

[Text] There 1s a state of maximum alert in Yugoslavia 
and concern in the European foreign ministries, which 
reyect independence for Croatia and Slovenia. We will 

discuss the ~casons and discover the analyses that are 
being made im various important capitals. The first 
comes from Madrid. naturally. 

This morning. Foremgn Minister Fernandez-Ordonez 
told us that there would be no act of political or diplo- 
matic recognition, although dialogue could Iead to a 
politcal system different from the present one. For the 

moment. it 1s not known what could happen and this has 
to be placed i the contest of the fall of the communist 

dictatorships in Eastern Europe: 

[Begin Fernandez-Ordonez recording] New phenomena 
have appeared which have to be tackled—especially in 

Central and Eastern Europe—to stop. simply speaking. 
civil wars from taking place. These emergency mecha- 
nisms and the center for the prevention of conflicts have 
worked—the Yugoslav foreign minister. asked us for 
that statement at the Berlin mecting a week ago. that 1s to 
say that the statement did not really come from us. The 
LS. and Soviet minesters were there. as were the EC 
ministers and the whole of Europe. li emerged as a 
Statement of support for the process which began in 

Helsinks and which continued in Parts, to maintain the 
stability of Europe. fend recording] 

Israel's Levi Meets With King Juan Carlos 

I 12006174391 Jerusalem Qol Yisrael in Hebrew 
1008 GMT 26 Jun 91 

[Arve Golan report from Madrid] 

[Text] Foren Muinsster David Levi today brought the 
Spanish king an invitation from President Hayim 
Herzog to come and visit Jerusalem. Juan Carlos | 
accepted the mvitation with pleasure) The two men 

discussed the Middie East peace process. and the king 
explained that Jordan's King Husayn faced pressures 

from the fundamentalist forces in hes country. These 

circles also pose a problem for King Hassan Il. Foreign 
Minsster Levi rephed that Isracl 1s downg all 1 can to help 
the Jordamian monarch. and he said he had discussed the 
maticr with US. Secretary of State Baker 

l pon leaving the meeting. the foreign menrster told us 

that the Spanish king had cxpressed sorrow and contr- 

thon for what happened to the Jews here SOO years ago 

[Begin recording) [Levi] He sand that he admitted the 
mistakes of the past. and the great tragedy the Jewrsh 
people had to go through He was couragcous cnough to 

admit thes. although this surprised many. and he 1s 
anticipating 1992. whech symbolizes a hestoric date. One 

recogmize the crimes perpetrated against the has to 
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Jewish people in the past. and admit one’s guilt: how- 

ever, one must also consider tomorrow and the future. a 
future in which the Spanish king would like to work 
together with the Jewrsh people and with the State of 
Israel, which he greatly admires and would be happy to 
see on his visit to Jerusalem. 

[Golan] Has a date for the visit been set” 

[Levi] He will come at the beginning of next year. [end 
recording} 

Further on Ministerial Meeting With France 

P\12606145691 Barcelona LA VANGUARDIA 
in Spanish 22 Jun 91 p 14 

[Pedro S. Queirolo and Alberto Miguez report: “France 
Wants Spain To Screen Maghrebis’ Entry into EC™} 

[Excerpt] Montignac (France}—The Franco-Spanish 
ministerial mecting. which has been taking place at the 
chateau of La Fleunie since yesterday. and which was 
attended by a dozen Spanish and French ministers. 
chaired by Foreign Ministers Roland Dumas and Fran- 
cisco Fernande7-Ordoncz. offers nothing new. as the 
Qua: d'Orsay spokesmen have nghtly stressed. because 
there are no disputes between the Madnd and Paris 
governments. 

Nevertheless, the presence at this mecting of Interor 
Ministers Jose Luss Corcucra and Philippe Marchand. 
suggested that Spain's entry—which was approved by 
the cabinct in Madrid yesterday and will take place 25 
June—into the Schengen agreement group of countries 
would be discussed. According to well-informed sources. 
the French would lke to hear from the Spanish author- 
ies an assurance that they wall exercise strict control 

over Maghrebis’ entry. The French authorities wish to 
know whether, following Spain's introduction of com- 
pulsory vsas for Maghrebis. there are sufficient safe- 
guards to prevent the yornt border from being a “sieve.” 
such as the ltahan border was before the Rome govern- 
ment imposed strict control measures. [passage omitted] 

PSOE’s Navarro Resigns Over ‘Irregularities’ 

P2606151091 Madrid DIARIO 16 in Spanish 

Ji dun ips 

(Juhan Lacalle report: “Spanish Socialist Workers Party 

Accepts Carlos Navarro’s Resignation and Galcote's 
Temporary Replacement] 

[Text] Madnd—The PSOE [Spanish Socialist Workers 
Party} Federal Executive Commiutice yesterday accepted 

the resignation tendered by Carlos Navarro as the 
Socialist Group's finance chief and the temporary 

replacement of Guillermo Galeote m charge of the 
party's financial administration. Felipe Gonzalez 

[prime minster and PSOE secretary general), and |crga- 
nization secretary) Jose Mana Benegas were the 7a 
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sponsors of these decisions. Galeote tendered hrs resig- 
nation al yesterday's mecting. but hus icadership col- 

leagues, including Gonzalez, prevented him from car- 
rying it out. They were unable to prevent him from 
leaving his post on the Executive Commiutice until the 
investigations have been compicited 

According to what absolutcly rehable sources told 

DIARIO 16, Felupe Gonzalez and Jose Mana Benegas 
were the main sponsors of the decision reached by the 

Executive Commiutice to finally meet the accusations 
about presumed irregularities in the funding of the 
PSOE 

Although the most hard-line sector at Ferraz Street 

[PSOE headquarters] accepted Navarro” fall as the 
Socialist Group's finance chicf, 11 was unwilling—up to 

the last minute—for any measure to be adopted against 
Galeote 

From the outset, however, Bencgas was aware of Gale- 
ote’s readiness and desire to accept hes share of respon- 

sibility for not “controlling” his subordinate and for 
leading the party into that situation of accusations about 
funding. Nobody raised objections to the fall of Navarro 
who will even appear before the [Congress of Deputies] 
Disciplinary Commiutice [Comision del Estatuto dei Dup- 

utado], as he himself requested yesterday. This decison 
leaves Felix Pons and his colleagues on the Congress 
General Committee. who rejected the United Left's 

request for the Socialist deputy to appear. mm the lurch 

Galeote’s responsibility took the form of rather negligent 

conduct, which he himself accepted from the outset 
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DIARIO) 16 reported last Wednesday that. despric the 
opposition of several Executsve Commutice members, 1 

was difficult to complctely save the PSOE finance chict 

That information came from a senor party leader close 

to Guerra and on excellent terms with Gonzaicz 

The mise-cn-scene of a Guillermo Galcote offering his 
heaG to save the party from further attacks by the news 

media and his comrades’ unanimity in not accepting his 

resignation strengthened Graleote’s image within the 

party. His temporary replacement, to which there was 

not so much opposition, was mn keeping with the sin of 

neghgence. which he commuticd 

The disclosure that the PSOE has a debt of 5.995 millon 

pesctas, and the announcement that t will draw up an 
open plan to finance that de also reflected yesterday 

the party's desire to clarify us accounts 

As well as the “resignation” and the “replacement.” 

some of the remarks made by Bencgas at the news 

conference on the Executive Commiutice mecting yesicr- 

day—such as that the PSOE wall address its members to 

tell them that any irregularity in funding will be pun- 
wshed—showed that people had not acted correctly 
whether or not there were unlawtul actions 

Benegas asserted yesterday that Craleote will take charge 
of the PSOE’s finances again—a post temporarily taken 

over by Francesco Fernandez Marugan 

The sdea of a pact or understanding between Felipe 
(Csonzalez and the apparatus through Jose Maria Benegas 

gained strength at PSOE headquarters on Ferraz Street 

vesierday 
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Sweden, Denmark Not Recognizing Slovenia, Croatia 

L D906 125291 Stackholm Radi Sweden in Enelish 

1130 GMT Of Jun 91 

[Text] in Nordsc news, both Sweden and Denmark say 
they well not recognize the self-proclaimed independence 
of Croata and Slovenia. Sweden's Foreign Minister, 
Sten Andersson. sand that hes country. together with the 

other nations of the recent European security conference 
in Berlin. had cxpressed support for Yugoslavia’s con- 
tunved unity. However, he says Yugoslavia’s future can 
hest be decaded by nts own peoples. and Andersson calls 

tor so uthons formed by peaceful and democratic means 

Denmark's foreggn Moenrster, Uffe Eliemann-Jensen, says 
hes country understands the frustration fch by Yugosla- 
vias repubics over the need to ensure respect for the 
desires of the country’s various ethnic groups. But he 
says Denmark supports a united Yugoslavia built on 
respect for human mghts. cconomuc reform, and peaceful 
solutvons to the country’s problems. The other Nordic 
countrnes have vet to officially comment 

Finland 

* EC Security Role Seen Problem for Country 

VIE NOOS TA Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 27> May 91 p 7 

[t nattiributed article: “Mayor General Pertts Nykanen: 
Postponement of EC Defense Decisions a Problem for 

Finland” | 

[Text] Mayor General Pertti Nykanen thinks that, if 
Finland jorns the European Community (EC), 1 may 
mean that it 1s obhgated to help an EC country that has 
become the target of an attack if cooperation in terms of 
E( mulitary policy fully maternalizes 

Nykanen. who serves om the Defense Ministry. was 

pondering the prospects for a European military policy 
at the Vornonmaa Institute Finland-Baltsc-Europe gala 

seminar held in Tampere on the weekend 

At the end of law vear. the EC summit conference m 

Rome decided to consider whether the organization 

might also on the future have a role in shaping defense 
poles. According to the latest resolutvons, however, they 
imtend to postpone decrssons on thes domam until at 

least 1996 

“From our standpomt, however, 1 may be just to create 
an moonvemence. If we have to make decrsions on how 

the Republn organizes its relations with the EC. we 
would have to know to what all we well be committing 

ourselves with our membership.” Nykanen sand 

NATO Actions Limited to F erope 

The West European multtary alhance, WEL (Western 
turopean t mon), founded at the end of the 1940's and 
composed of nearly the same countres as the EC. was 
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taken out of mothballs im connection with the Persian 

Gulf war. Of the present EC countnes. only Denmark. 
Ireland, and Greece are not members of the WEL) 

All the present EC countnes are members of the Western 
defense alliance. NATO. and. according to the NATO 
charter, ts military operations must be limited to 
Europe. Headed toward economic integration. the EC 
did not have the means for adopting measures involving 
military force during the Persian Gulf crisis, When war 
broke out, however. the EC had available to u the WEL, 
im the name of which the EC countrnes were able to take 
mulitary action against Irag and Saddam Husayn 

Charter Requires Assistance 

At the conference in Rome last year. the EC countries got 
an agreement, in principic, into the record of the pro- 
ceedings to the effect that a possibie future defense 
policy role for the EC would be considered. Unanimuty 
just does not go any further than thrs at this port 

“If youning the EC should be viewed as being desirable in 
Finland, would we possibly have to help an EC country 
that has become the target of an attack’? The WEL 
charter specifically requires such assistance and, im the 
opimon of some EC countnes, this clause should be 
transferred to the EC charter that 1s to be renewed.” 
Nykanen speculated in his presentation 

France, which stays on the sidelines of NATO activetics. 
has been the most zcalous advocate of “a European 

defense sdentity.” As France sees ut. the WEL should 
gradually be turned into a defense policy appendage of 
the EC 

* Commentary Views Fighter Acquisition Debate 

VIE NO6S1IB Helanks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 1 Jun 91 p Dl 

[Jyn Raivio commentary: “Arms Purchase of the Cen- 
tury Is Big Internationally, Too”) 

[Text] The Finnish arms purchase of the century, the 
replacement of the An Force's seriously outmoded 

fighter equipment with new planes, rs giving rise to great 
attention abroad as well as here mn Finland 

In Finland. people are wondering whether a nation that 
1s rapidly becoming poor has the means to buy aircraft 

costing bilhons of markkas. Put thes way, the question rs 

wrongly stated 

If Finland. mm general, intends to maintain credible 
Armed Forces, Finland needs a credible Aw Force. The 
Aur Force cannot be made credible with old planes flown 

to the end of ther tether, which represent the technology 

of the 1950's. Postponing the purchase would merely 

mecrease the total amount of the bill, Thies sort of equap- 

ment docs not gct any cheaper as tyme goes on 
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If the Aw Force ss not regarded as capable of taking 
action. we can terminate the whole defense establish- 
ment. Only thrs would produce appreciable savings 

Internationally. too. Finland's fighter purchase repre- 
sents a particularly large export sale in the industry. Thes 

being the case, 1 1s giving mse to much interest mnicrna- 
tionally. as well, The process of selection 15 being fol- 
lowed very closely. and alitempts are being made to 

influence vt. especially im the four countnes that are 
offering Finland their defense fighters. worth about 10) 
billhon markkas 

The Sovect arms industry 1s actively trying to sell its 
products on Western markets, as well. Finland would be 

a good recommendation or reference. Furthermore. the 
Soviet */mon probably sorcly needs the 10 biilhon im 

Finnish currency. which 1s convertible into [European 

currency] units 

The tume when our castern nesghbor was purveyor to the 
court for Finnish fighters 1s. however. irretrievably over 
and done with. The type of a | it 18 offering 1s too 
big. outmoded, and costly to | 

The French have suffered several singing defeats im 
Europe in their attempts to sell fighter aircraft built by 
Dassault. A Finnish order would double the production 
volume of the Mirage 2000 by the end of the 1990's. If 

this docs not happen. production of that aircraft mode! 
may come to a compilcte stop 

The Swedish aviation industry 1s engaged im a hopeless 
Struggle for survival. The future of the JAS-39 Gripen rs 

uncertain. If Finland commits itself to the Gripen. that 

could guarantee that Sweden's politicians would dig into 
the flanks of their taxpayers more deeply than before and 
finance the giant project to the very end Only a few 
years ago. a Finnish order for *7 <ircraft would have 

been almost a piddling deal for the two American 
bidders. Now. their own Au Force orders for hundreds 

of aircraft are drying up Finnish billions would be very 

important. especially to McDonnell Douglas. which im 
recent years has suffered stinging defeats on nearly all 
fronts 

As buyers. we Finns are mn an exceptionally advania- 

gceous position. If it really captors 1. the Finnish export 

mdusiry. hit by the recession, may reap a large. lasting 

benefit in reciprocal trade deals on the wings of the 
fighters 

Sweden 

* Feldt Commentary ( riticizes Government Platform 
VIE NOO444 Stockhol DAIGENS NYHETER 
im Sucdish 16 Vay Yi p > 

[Commentary by former Finance Munrster Kycll4 Hot 

Feldt: “Start of Election Campaign Astonishes and Wor- 
res Me™} 
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[Text] Even as late as the 1988 clechon campaign 
responsibility in cconome maticrs could still be 

defended. if necessary. with the argument that the prob- 
lems were still pretty well concealed. On the surface most 

everything looked in order The budgct was balanced. 
uncmployment low, industry at full capacity. But before 
this clectson there is hardly a songic figure that 1s rghit 
The budget deficit has returned. uncmployment 1 rrsing 
while investments are falling. cic 

The fact that the Swedish cconomy 1s once agam m a 
serious Situation 1s not denied mm the sarteng clecton 

campaign. Sweden will have a chance if inflateon finally 
takes a big drop nevi vear. And with thal, mterest rates 

could also fall, and production and invesiments grow 

But in all likelihood thrs will not happen if the budgct 
defict shoots up again. Savings mm Sweden are already 
catastrophically low. and a further detcnoratron would 

shake even a laboriously patched-together stabilization 
of the cost and price situation 

This 1s whys | am both astonrshed and wormed mow that 
the partecs are warming up for the clection. The essence 

of the messages from ali partees seems to be that the neat 

mandate period should be marked by lowered taxes. The 

question 1s only which taxes and how much 

First of all, one agrees that the valuc-added tax should be 
reduced neat year. Apparently. no one thinks that a tay 

cut of around seven or cight billon needs to be balanced 
by any restraint on the capenditure side. To the extent 

such components cust in the clection platforms. the 
moncy 1s to be spent on addrtronal tax cuts 

What 1s not berg discussed rs that considerable tan cuts 

have already been decided tor 1992. Income taxes wall be 

greatly reduced when the tax scale and gencral deduction 

are adapted to the mecrcase on the consumer price onde. 

for 1990-91. This mcrease turned out to be especially 

large. because a number of mndirect taxes were rarsed at 

the beginning of 1991. This means that the tas encreases 
which were to pay for lower moome taxes will now 

reduce them further for 1992 

| ought to be the last person to quarrel! with the comstruc 

tron of the tax reform. And it 1s not against thes that | am 

turning bul agains the fact that from all appearances the 

clection campaign will be dominated by drscusssons 

about how much to reduce the tax pressure, whole the 
voters are left happily ignorant of the consequences any 

new major budgct deficits will have tor the standard of 

living and employment 

The higecst trap seems to be the one the so-called 

alhance between conservatives and lyherals ms om the 
process of setting They promise a valuc-added tas cut of 

about five percentage pornts unte! 1995. lower personal 

property taxes and lower taxcs on savings But rs ot really 
possibic to keep all these promises” 
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To be sure. the “alance™ says that « knows where the 

moncy will come from: the free days of absence im the 
health wumsurance and reduced (abolished”) housing sub- 
sidecs 

But. sf I have understood u correctly. the free days of 
absence are to replace a part of the reduction of the 
benefit level which the Riksdag has decsded on. And | 
myself heard Carl Bildt promruse on the radio thal no onc 

would have highcr housing costs when the subsedics were 
cut back. This promuse rested on another onc. namely 

that the real cstate tax would be abolished. Obviously. 

there went the moncy which was to pay for the valuc- 

added tax cul 

It +s mo wonder that. when faced with thes avalanche of 
tax Cul promuscs, the voters get a compicicly twrsied or at 

best confused dca of the nature of our cconomuc prob- 

lems. For several years Sweden's cconomy has been in a 
downward spiral of poor productivity, high inflateon and 
high interest rates. To hold out the promise to the gencral 
public that thes development can be reversed without a 

rather tough policy 1s to conjure up pure ilussons. And 

trying to do so with a new cxcursion into the quicksand 

of budget deficits of the kind the nonsocialist govern- 
ments offered from 1976 to 1982 would be almost 

criminal 

There are no cconomic reasons for casing the financial 
policy for the next few years. On the contrary. ut should 

be tightened. In any event, government and the Riksdag 
should realize that if one cannot manage to cut back on 
spending. one has to cope with maimtamuing the tax 
pressure 
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lt ss possible to objcct—as so often before—thal the 

political. not to mention the drstributson-poliucal. argu- 
ments are tciling us something entirely different. The 
peopic wants lower taxcs and. above all. lower tax on 

food. I do sot dowlt for a moment that thes 1s truc. But 
what the people needs 1s perhaps lower inflation. lower 

micrest rates and mecreased production, which yield a 
hogher standard of living 

Nothing can better dlustratc polstecs as the fireworks of 
vanity than the contrast between the concera for people's 
housing costs and the food costs. Renovating a three- 
room apartment today costs about onc million kronor 

and a quite orumary detached house costs 1.5 million. At 
13 percent interest. the capital capendiure alone (with- 

oul amortization) rs 11.000 and 16.000 kronor a month 

For the aspect of distribution policy alonc. would ut not 
be more emportanit to try to force mterest rates and 

housing costs down with the tightest poss:bie financial 

policy” 

The vanity hres on the fact that if on an clection campaign 
you pul tax cuts—whuoch can be specified im kronor for 
everyone—against imterest rate reduction—which can 

never be promised of specified, the latter wall lose out 

If | allow myself to dream. 1 would be that the parties mn 
Sweden's parhament which are prepared to assume the 

responsibility for governing would conclude a pact 
regarding financial policy: Postpone all promises that 
risk weakening the budget until the country’s cconomy 1s 
growing once agai. inflation has been lowered and 

imterest ratcs have fallen a great deal 
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Government Replies to Perez de Cuellar Letter 

£D2606135891 Nwosua Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporanon Radw Network in Greek 1030 GATT 

Jun 91 

[Text] Responding to UN Secretary General Javecr Perez 
de Cuctlar. the Cyprot Government stressed thai a 
remains firm in its positvon and revicraicd that what 1s 
important 1s the substance and not the process for the 

solutpon of the Cyprus rssuc. It also emphasized the need 
for Turkey to reps to the basic questions posed by the 
UN secretary general so the prerequisiics are created for 

convening a conference on the Cyprus rssuc, whoch will 
take place after correct preparations are made to ensure 
Its SUCCESS 

Government Spokesman Akis Fandss announced the 
government's reply to Perez de Cucllar to reporters 
today. To the question of whether President Ycorvs0s 
Vasihou has bricfed the political leadership about the 
content of the Perez de Cueilar letter and the govern- 
ments reply. Fandss repeated that thes will be done 
during the newt regular Natronal Council mecting. To 
another question of why u was not deemed uscful to 
brief the poistical leaders now, the spokesman answered 

that t 1s obvious the handling of the issuc docs not 
deviate from the unanimous positions and decisions of 
the National Council. The spokesman underlined that 
the presedent of the Republic and the government always 

act accordingly with the National Council's decisions 

Perez de Cuellar Seems To Support 4-Party Talks 

LD2606141591 Nicoma 1 SIMERINI in Greek 

Jun Vipl 

{Kostas Venizelos report] 

[Excerpt] Following the United States. UN Secretary 
General Javier Perez de Cuctlar turns on the green light 
and promotes the Turkish proposal for a four-party 

conference on tire Cyprus imsuc. According to well- 
informed source, the UN secretary gencral—as well as 
other officials in his office—during their contacts note 
that the conference on the Cyprus rssuc should consist of 
four parties. The Secretarial projects as a main argument 
that a conference with participation by the two “moth- 

erlands” of the two communities under the auspices of 

de Cuellar, which will have the support of the UN 
Security Council, will be more approachable and cfiec- 
tive. On the contrary, according to [Perez] de C uellar’s 
thinking. tt 1s possible the conference's expansion will 
complicate the situation because of the different views 

the partres will present 

Meanwhile, 1 has been officially confirmed that [Perez] 
de Cuellar sent letters to the Cypriot, Greek and Turkish 
Crovernments, as well as to the icader of the occupying 
regime. Crovernment Spokesman Akrs Fandrs stated yes 
terday that the letter 1s berg studied. In Athens, Gov 
ernment Spokesman Viron Polidhoras mentioned that 
Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis was gorng to 
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reply to [Perez] de Cucilar yesterday. The letters were 
sent last weekend, and according to rehable sources, they 
are semular in substance 

[Perez] de Cuctlar asks Turkey to take measures so a 
conference may be convened. The LU NSC wali decade on 
the form of the conference. It 1s also noted Turkey should 

reply to wssues that [Perez] de Cuctlar rarsed. such as the 
terrional and refugee questions. According to informa- 
tron available to SIMERINI., the letter 1s very carcfully 
written in a diplomatix language so 1s content may be 

imterpreted in different ways 

The UN secretary general will make a final cffon on the 
Cyprus nssuc during his 6-9 July vest to Ankara. Thes 
veset, which will take place 2 few days before Pressdent 
George Bush's and Secretary of State James Baker's 
arrival in the Turkssh capital, gives hem the freedom not 
to be at all critecal m his report to the NSC. As 
SIMERINI reported. im his report. [Perez] de Cucilar 
asks for the total support of U NSC for hes efforts and the 
conference idea. 

The sdca of convening a conference seems to move fast. 
and as we mentioned carlier, in the form of four parties 
The United States agrees that, mm thes conference, they 

are responsible for securing a different status for Presi- 
dent Yeoryi0s Vasilou mm relation to Denktas participa- 

tron. It seems our side docs not accept this proposal 
Well informed sources in Nicosia. however, stated to 
SIMERINI that mm case ut becumes clear the convening of 
a conference 1s not possible, [Perez] de C ucilar. as well as 
the United States, will invite Vassiliou and Rauf Denktas. 
the leader of the occupying regime. to a summit confer- 
ence m New York. [passage omitted] 

‘Diplomatic Circles’ Comment 

LD2Q00615 2391 Nicoma AHAR IN YI on Greek 

™ Jun 91 pp 1.7 

[Petros Pasias report] 

{Excerpts} UN Secretary General Javeer Perez de Cucl- 
lar’s letiers to the Governments of Greece, Turkey, and 
Cyprus, as well as to Turkish Cypriot leader Rauf Den- 
ktas. are considered of determinant importance to the 
final outcome of his mitiative on the Cyprus issuc 

Diplomatic circles assess that, based on the answers 

Perez de Cucilar receives, it will become evident whether 
there are real prospects im the near future for breaking 
the deadlock im the Cyprus issue. [passage omitted] 

The president of the Republic has already begun bricfing 
the country’s politcal leadership on the contents of 

Perez de Cucilar’s letter. In his contacts with the leaders 
of the parties, Vasihou exchanges views on how to 
handle the whole rmsuc 

4 rehable source stated to KHARAVYI that the pre- 
varlong view from the president's contacts until now rs 
that an wummediate answer should be given to Perez de 
(wellar As far as the content «6 concerned, «t should 
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repeat the readiness of the Greek Cyprot sede to coop- 

crate with the UN secretary general toward preparation 
of an outline to a solution 

The position that an answer should be given ummedi- 
ately ss cupressed with the conssderatvon that Perez de 

Cuellar obviously sent the letier mm connection with the 
submission of his new report. on Friday. to the UN 
Security Council 

For the Greek part. Government Spokesman Viron 
Polbdhoras stated that Greek Prime Minister Konstand- 
mos Mitsotakrs was gorng to answer Perez's letter yes- 
terday 

He stated that he had no comment on the content of the 
letters. [passage omitted) 

Denktas Comments on Perez de Cuellar Letter 

142606113391 (Clandestine) Rayrak Radiw in Turkish 

to Cyprus 1030 GUT 26 Jun 91 

[Text] Pressdent Rauf Denktas, who spent hes holidays in 
Marmaris, returned to the Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus aboard a private plane today. He was received at 
Ercan [Tymbou] State Airport by Assembly Speaker 
Hakk: Atun and other officials 

In a Statement at Ercan State A:rport. Denktas sand that. 
m the letter he sent to the Turkish Cypriots, Greek 
Cypnots, Turkey, and Greece, the UN secretary general 
agrees to the four-way summit proposed by President 

Turgut Oval and says that he 1s ready for ut. President 
Denktas sand that Perez de Cuctlar’s letter has reached 
him and that the Turkish Cypriot side's answer will be 
conveyed to the secretary general today 

Denktas sand: Of course, there were certain phrases in 
the letter to which we must reply or underline. We will 

do this today. There 1s not much time 

President Denktas said that he discussed the Cyprus 
problem with President O7zal in detasl, mm all its aspects, 
and in a very sincere atmosphere. The fact that Foreign 
Minister Safa Guiray attended part of the meetings was 
very useful, Denktas sand, and added: We did not discuss 

what we shall give and what we shall take We discussed 
and determined the Turkish side's attitude regarding the 
four-way summit issuc, which the UN secretary general 
accepts as well 

President Denktas stressed that the Turkish Cypriot side 
will not make any concessions from its equality. partner- 

ship, guarantees, or allance agreements. nor can 1 allow 
the weakening of the principle of bizonality He went on 
to say that he discussed the princepies that will be 
maintained im connection with the four-way summit 
with the officials of the Turkish Republic 

Denktas cxaplained that the Turkish Cypriot side has 
been conducting a sincere cooperation with UN Secre- 
tary General Perez de Ceullar during the past tew 

months. and has been sincerely capressing its views on 

CYPRUS “ 

various msucs. What os unknown, Denktas sand. ss what 

the Greek Cyprots really think, They must make up 
thew munds if they are going to give up thew wile of 
Cyprus Government—a ttle they usurped at gunpomn!— 

and set up a federal partnership with us 

Denktas demed the allegations made m the Turkish 
press today about the territorsal mssuc and a map. He sand 

that they did not discuss a map with Presedent (zal | 
did not bring such a map to Turkey. nor did President 
Oral show me onc, Denktas sad 

Denktas described as utterly unfounded the reports that 
the territorial mssuc well be concluded on the bass of 25 
or 29 percent. He sand: Territory mot empty land 
People live on 1t\—people who have been rehabilitated 
after becoming refugees for the fourth time m 17-18 
years. All of the displaced persons in the Greek Cypriot 
sector have been rehabilitated, therefore, we must 
approach the wsue with mercy, with a humansitanan 

attitrde. What the Greek Cyprots clarm—thal ft a 

must for all the displaced persons to return to thew 
homes—<annot be 

Replying to a question, Der<tas said that the four-way 
summut will not be held of there 1s a difference of nuance 
between himself and Greek Cypriot leader Vasshou. He 
added: The Turkish Cypriots and Greet Cypriots are 
equal. The Turkish Cypriots cannot be diveded by per- 
centages or be forced to go back by even half a step 
because of nuances. 

Replying to a question on the declaration of mndepen- 
dence by Slovenia and Croatia im Yugoslavia. Denitas 
sand: If they are not munorities. people who make up a 
nation within a republec might desire full equality. and if 

they are oppressed. they might look for thes mghts by 

secession. The situatvon os the same m Cyprus The 
Turkish Cypnots and Greek Cyprots cannot be united 
forcibly. For this to happen. the Greek Cypriots must 
accept the castence and sovereignty rights of the 

Turkish Cypriots 

Emphasizes “Shuttle Diplomacy’ 

142706112891 (Clandestine) BayrcA Radio im Turkish 
to Cyprus 1030 GMT 2° Jun 9! 

[Text] Pressdent Rauf Denktas has sand that he agrees 
with the UN secretary general thal a summit meeting O71 
the Cyprus msue must succeed. We will work for such a 

meeting. Denktas said, adding that the mecteng might be 
held a little later than September 

Denktas sand: As the UN secretary general ports out im 
his letter, such a meeteng should not end without results 
without an agreement 

TAK [Turkish Cypriot News Agency] reports that, om hes 
statement. Denktas stressed that both sides must carry 
out preliminary work if the summit is to succeed. Both 
sides must be aware of the other side's work and try to 
adapt certain things to the other and to achieve harmony 
between them. he said. adding We must not go to the 
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summa onl to be faced eath surprises and then discuss 

them for days. We musi go to the summa mm accord on 

several msucs. Therefore. shuttle diplomacy must te 
conducted very rapedly. The Greek Cyprots must par- 

tecepate on thes. They must not st on one sade. as they ded 

when we were mectong woth the UN secretary gcncral 

and say: Let us see. If we lke 1. we well go to the mecting 

if we do not hhe &. we well not go 

Preedent Denktas sand that the UN scoretars general os 
aware of the Turkrsh Cypriot sde’s unchangeable att:- 
tude regarding the weue of guarantees. The Turhkrsh 
( ypreots well never accept amy changes regarding the 
meuc Of guarantees. Denktas sand. Everyone ss aware of 
that. and evervone who knows the reasons for i pustifics 

the Turkesh Cypriot wade. be added 

Denktas cxplamned that the guarantees sought hy the 
Turkesh Cypriots are guarantees agarnst those who will 
be ther partners om the same government and state. We 
want guaranices because of the fear that they ought 

destroys the state. Denktas sand. Cyprus ss guaranteed 
against any attacks from outede anyway. the Turkrsh 
( ypriots want the guarantees against those who claim 

that the mland s Cereck of that a well become Crock 

(ypreot. he stressed 

Replying to a question on the msuc of territonal com- 
promrses, Denktas stated that the Turkish Cypriots wll 

not make territornal compromrcs so that the Cireck 
( ypriots can come to the negotiating talic. Such har- 

garneng has never taken place anywhere om the world, he 
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sani. Denktas saed that the ansecr to the UN sorctarn 

ecncral’s leticr os beong prepared 

Spokesman Views Denktas Quadripartite Remarks 
ve wn lvioyl] Vavng i irs Rr nek aJsring 

(Corporanon Radw Network’ on Greek 1630 GMT 

™~” Jun v/ 

[Text] Responmdeng to the clams by Ankara and Rauf 
Deniktas that Perez de Cuctlar has accepted the holding 
of a qua‘mpartete conference, Goverament Spoiceman 

Adres Fandss saed that be cannot understand how can i he 
possiic to draw such a concluson from the UN serre- 

tary general's leticr 

The spokewman added What I know from the UN 

secretary general's letter 1s that Perez de C ucilar docs not 

repect the sca of an mtcrnational conference but. on the 

contrary. be vecws of almost favorably. | would say. The 
spokesman further noted: Al the same tome, the UN 

secretary general goes on on hes letter to tell ws that thes 

nica about a conference. without specifying what hind of 
a conference. and that he will ranse «f at the Security 

Counc! and will hold consultations with the Security 

Council concernmeng both the conference's composition 

and the appropriate preparations for to succeed 

The go-ernament spokesman also sand the UN secretary 
general's letter sent to Turgut Oval stressed very clearly 

that the territorial and the refugee aspects should be 

addressed so there may be progress and any conference 
may be convened 
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President Accepts Invitation to Visit Turkey 

NC 2606191391 Athens ELEVTHEROTIPIA in Greek 

26 Jun Yl p 4 

[Excerpts] Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis has 
accepted an invitation by his Turkish counterpart 
Mesult Yilmaz to officially visit Ankara. provided that 

the visit 1s set to achieve positive results 

The prime minister's answer was given yesterday 

through a statement by the governnicnt spokesman fol- 
lowing a long letter from Yilmaz, who responded to 
Mitsotakis’ congratulatory message to Yilmaz for 
assuming his duties as prime minister. [passage omitted] 

It ss recalled that, according to well-informed sources, 
Athens recently 1s unofficially “pressed” and “urged™ to 
return to the negotiating table with Turkey. while the 
U_S. President's visits to Athens and Ankara in July are 

regarded as aiming at “closing” the Greek-Turkish dis- 
putes. [passage omitted] 

Commenting on the Yilmaz letter, the Panhellenic 
Socialist Movement [PASOK] notes: 

“The position of all the former Greek Governments was 
that the question of the continental shelf 1s the only 
existing problem which Greece can discuss with Turkey 
anc resolve it through the process of the Hague Interna- 
tional € oust. 

“The desire of new Turkish Prime Minister Mesut 
Yilmaz to discuss and resolve, as he noted in his letter. 
‘all the bilateral Greek-Turkish problems’ certainly 
serves the needs and aims of the Turkish foreign policy 
But it cannot constitute the basis for any Greek- Turkish 
dialogue without directly harming our national interests 

“The position of the New Democracy government, 
which ruses only procedural matiers—good prepara- 

tron—and virtually accepts the framework of a dialogue 
‘on all issues’ not only 1s absolutely wrong. but 1 could 

also prove nationally destructive 

“It os particularly mdicative that Yilmaz. in his letter. 

appears to be responding to Mitsotakis’ desire for a 

serious and sincere dialogue with Turkey, and the 
Turkish Prime Minister alleges that Ankara’s pollicy 
thus far ‘promotes the fnendship. cooperation. and 

good-neighborly relations with Greece.’ 

“PASOK expresses its absolute opposition to this sort of 
a ‘dialogue’, which will certainly entangle our country in 

mischief.” 

Government Views Latest Yugoslav Developments 

VC 2006160891 Athens Elliniki Radhiotonia Radio 

Network in Greek TSOO0 GMT 26 Jun 91 

[Text] Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis today 
briefed the Government Commitice on the EEC summit 
which he will attend on 28-29 June in Luxembourg. 

GREECE 37 

The situation in Yugoslavia was discussed at today's 
mecting of the Government Commiutice. After the 
meeting a statement was released. notung: 

We are following the political developments in Yugoslavia 

with much attention. This 1s very natural because they 
concern the future of the neighboring and fnendly country 
and, in a wider sense, the stability and peace im the 

Balkans. We have declared that we believe in the preser- 
vation of the Yugoslav state's unity and in resolving any 

differences through peaceful talks by the federal republics. 

The government statement also stresses: We are not going 
to recognize a unilateral decision by any of the federal 
republics. Besides, all our partners in the EC also decided 
recently to follow the same position. The government 
statement concludes: Within this framework, we regard the 
declaration of independence yesterday evening by Slo- 
venia and Croatia as an internal Yugoslav issue. 

Samaras’ Meeting With Albania’s Kapllani Viewed 

NC 2606195991 Athens Ellinthi Radhiotonia Radio 

Network in Greek 1800 GMT 26 Jun 91 

[Text] The climate in the talks between the Greek and 
Albanian delegations in Kerkira has been described as 
very good and constructive. The two delegations were 
led by Greek Foreign Minister Andomos Samaras and 
Albanian Foreign Minister Muhamet Kapllani. 

The talks, which continued until this afternoon, covered 
all the critical questions concerning bilateral relations. 
On the refugee question, both sides agreed that these 
people are experiencing economic difficulties. Con- 
cerning the opening of consulates, it was agreed the 
process should proceed so the matter may be settled to 
benefit both sides. On freedom of religion, there was 
progress concerning the orthodox church in Albania, and 
very soon Exarch Anastasios wall vesit Tirana to meet 

with relevant authorities there 

The Albaman side demonstrated a particular interest mn 

bilateral economic cooperation and expressed its satis- 

faction over the approval of $20-muilhion credits by 
Greece to Albania. It was also decided to form a joint 

committee which will mect in Tirana 29-31 July to agree 
on the course of Greck investments in Albania and 
particularly in the areas of [Greek] minorities. Prior to 
that. a law protecting investments and avoiding double 
taxation will be signed 

At a joint news conference, the Albanian foreign minister 
said the Greek-Albanian Government and diplomatic con- 
tacts should continue so that, at a later stage, the two 
countries’ prime ministers also can meet. Samaras said 
Greece, in its capacity as an EEC member, will do every- 
thing it can toward EEC economic aid for Albania. 
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Coalition of Left Releases Policy Proclamation 

NC2606201091 Athens ATHENS NEWS in English 

26 Jun 91 p 3 

[Text] The Coalition of the Left and of Progress 1s 
determined to face the challenge and proceed with the 
political reorganisation of the Left in Greece, Coalition 
leader Maria Dhamanaki told reporters yesterday while 
presenting the Coalition's programme of action. She 
added that the Coalition will make a decisive contribu- 
tion in blocking the country’s downhill slide. 

Dhamanak: said that the Coalition ts not a formation of 
ideological unity, it 1s a political necessity of top priority 
which will provide its own replies to historical changes 
which have taken piace in Europe and to important 
¢-velopments taking place in the world and in Greece. 

A large part of the programme of action refers to political 
and social liberties. It stressed that the Coalition of the 
Left and Progress favours the development of political 
democracy, democratic institutions, individual freedom. 
the liberation of the state from the strangichold main- 
tained by the party and the utilisation of the market and 

trade relations in the framework of a socialist policy 

As far as the Coalition was concerned, there was no 
question of the country disengaging itself from the EC 
On the contrary, the historical duty of the Lefi is the 
creation and development of a sustained European Left 
It will operate on ali levels-social, cultural and political 
and will shape cooperations and relations with trad:- 
tional and new movements and will achieve its solvency 
The Coalition favoured the democratic revision of the 
Constitution with a view safeguarding individual rights. 
the independence of justice, the nddance of the media 
from state control, the establishment of the propor- 
tionate electoral system as a permanent electoral system. 
the independence of local administration and the segre- 
gation of the Church from the state. 

The programme of action will be debated and finalised 
by the Coalition's Panhellinic Conference duc to start on 
Thursday June 27. Meanwhile. the Greek Communist 
Party's (KKE) Politburo requested the cancellation of 
Coalition Conference and called on KKE members not 
to participate. The development underlines KKE’s deci- 
s10n to pull out of the Coalition of the Left and Progress 

* Intra-PASOK Groups, Tendencies Discussed 

YVIESOSI3B Athens TO VIMA TIS KIRIAKIS in Greek 
19 May 91 p AlO 

[G. Papakhristou article: “*Memios’s Heirs’, Panhellenic 
Socialist Movement Has Two Souls: Antiright and Mod- 
ernizing. The Two Opposing Camps. the Generals, and 
the Chiefs of Staff} 

[Text] Today, almost 10 years since PASOK [Panhellenic 
Socialist Movement] came to power for the first time and 
approximately one year since it returned to where it began. 
to the opposition, time seems to be frozen at Kharilaou 
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Tnkoup: Street [PASOK headquarters}—frozen some- 
where back in the early 1980's, when the representatives of 

the political divide between the two main parties in Greek 

political life were Evangelos Averof and Agamemnon 
Koutsoyiorgas. The former. the fervid spokesman for the 
anti-PASOK strategy. had made “Apallayi” [Get md of 

Allay: [(Change]] his slogan. while the latter, the fervent 
supporter of an antiright policy on all fronts, distilled his 
political credo down to the phrase “You have no night to 
speak.” Today both men are dead. If they were alive, it 1s 

possible that today Averof's famous “Apallayi” might be 
the basic slogan of Koutsoyiorgas’s political philosophy. in 

other words, in the battle “between light and darkness.” 
the battle between two worlds... 

Although ut 1s not our purpose here to list the heirs to 

Averof's policies in New Democracy. it 1s exceedingly 
interesting to note the representatives of Koutsoyiorgas’s 
policies in PASOK, since for some time there has been a 

unique and exceptionally revealing conflict within that 
party: it 1s the battle between the political “heirs” of the 

late Koutsoyiorgas and those who argue that defeating the 
right and taking its place at the national helm are not goals 

for their own sake. they say that the goal 1s to introduce a 

different policy that will end the current crisis 

Superficially the contest 1s being fought out where the 
decisions on PASOK’s future course and strategy are 
made—in the Executive Bureau. In reality. however. the 
battle 1s being fought out throughout the party. mght 
down to the grassroots. However, at the grassroots level. 
the division of forces between the two “wings” 1s totally 

different: the reflexive circling of the wagons caused by 
the government's unthinking “persecution” of public 

employees has created a tanatical core of organized 

supporters who have downplayed political discourse and 

made revenge on the “enemy” a goal in itself 

As strange as it may seem. the main representative of the 
antiright tactic 1s party President Andreas Papandreou 

Papandreou has reached the conclusion that there rs an 

antigovernment feeling in society and that there 1s no 

reason why PASOK should not take advantage of 1. 

following the magic recipe that brought it to power in 

1981: Describe the country’s dissatisfaction, heightened 

tones where the government 1s in trouble, and plot the 

party s moves on an “antinight platform.” 

This view of Papandreou’s has had support in the 
Executive Bureau from Pangalos. Tsokhatzopoulos. Ars- 
ens, Peponis. and Kaklamanis. However, the air appears 

to have gone out of this “bloc” recently and today i 
would be hard to find any enthusiastic supporter of this 

counteratiack “philosophy.” other than Arsenis, who 

supports it purely tor self-promotion 

(Arsenis 1s thought by many to be supporting this view- 

point out of necessity: He wants to win back the ground 
he has lost with the PASOK grassroots, where people still 

do not accept him. refusing to forget his criticrsm of 
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Papandreou (who remains a “fetish” for party sup- 
porters) with comments such as. “You don't do politics 

with zermbekiko dances’) 

Although the so-called “modernizers™ wing, at least as ut 
shaped up during the Pendelikon Hotel crisis, may have 
lost Pangalos (possibly not entirely), 11 has gained Yenni- 
matas. who has been going along with Simutis lately in the 
Executive Bureau—and on mayor issues too. It 1s this wing. 
which also includes Laliotus and Tzoumakas from the 
younger set, as well as Melina Merkouri, which insists that 
in order to become the majority party once again, PASOK 
absolutely must cast its net beyond its fanatical core. It 1s 
this wing which proclaims that PASOK failed in govern- 
ment because it turned into a “party of power” and that 

the experience of that octennium must convert PASOK 
into a “party of democratic government.” 

Somewhere in the middie, between the “antiright plat 
form” and the “policy program” are the other members 
of the Executive Bureau. Tsokhatzopoulos thinks «ss 

tume to focus on PASOK’Ss alternative proposols. «thik 

Pangalos believes t must blend the “antioright plattorn 
with the “policy program of power ~ Peponis and Kab 
lamanis appear to agree with Pangalos 

(in the margins of all thes there are also various = ducts 

to decide who will retain control of possibly the on 

current that cxists today in PASOK: Thrs 1s the so-<alled 

core of antinght supporters whose political roots go hack 

to the predictatorship Union of the Center Thus 

Simitss 1s the undisputed leader of the so-called “mod 

ernizers.” Yennimatas and Arsenis—and to a lesser 
degree Pangalos—are jostling with one another to head 
the group just mentioned 

Yennimatas appears to be winning “ports” because he 

behaved intelligently. siding with Papandreou in the 
critical showdown at the Pendelikon Hotel and later im a 

number of other rssucs, even though 1 was known that 

the two men were not on the best of terms, particularly 

just then. (For that matter, they still are not: On 
Thursday Papandreou summoned Yennimatas to Ekali 

to ask him not to cause problems im the Executive 

Bureau, such as the problem he caused Arsenis in con- 

nection with the leaks to the press.) 

What needs to be noted 1s that the current situation 
within the top PASOK body offers possibilities for 

clashes at every opportunity’ For example, while the 
major 1ssuc just NOW was Cooperation with the Coalition 

[of the Left and Progress], on which there were numerous 
discussions (Simitis, Lalotss, Pangalos, Tzoumakas, 
Tsokhatzopoulos, and Merkour: were in favor, with the 
sole exceptions being Kaklamanis and Peponis, with 
Arsents less enthusiastic but still positive), the discussion 

finally came to an abrupt end: Developments within the 
Coalitvon and particularly the crisis in the KKE [Com- 

munist Party of Greece] and some public statements by 
party officials about “preconditions” for cooperation 

caused Papandreou, who was im Kerkira, to wonder 

aloud, “Did we ask for cooperation”” 

GREECE 3” 

Al any rate and quite apart from developments in the 
PASOK-Coalition relationship, PASOK 1s moving to 
work out a political plan focussed on the end of the year. 
In this connection, it has postponed probably until early 
fall us Panhellenic Conference. which will work out a 
political program to govern the country. At the same 
tuume. Papandreou’s trips to the provinces (public 
speeches, etc.) are being put off probably until the same 
penod and st +s clear that the slogan “Elections now” 1s 
being pul “on sce”... 

“We'll follow the model of the French Socialist Party, 
which made a plan involving three six-month periods to 
return to power.” an Executive Bureau official told TO 
VIMA. However. om PASOK 11 1s obvious that there are 
udeas but the poent rs that the president must agree with 
them if anytheng 1s to become of them.... 

* Possibility of Restructuring Armed Forces Viewed 

JIE SOSTA4 tomers 1 AATHIMERINI in Greek 
Ma vipa 

Kostas lordhanidhes artule “( recent Need To Restruc- 

the Armed Forces Forst Goal. Creation of Flexible 

facerp!) The govermment and the Ministry of Defense 

cadership arc themkong sernously about restructuring the 

armed forces to meet thes country’s defense needs in the 
new’ security systerm taking shape with the end of the 
East-West comflect. the escalating challenge from Ankara, 

and the new dangers the West may face with the spread of 
high technology “ecapons to penpheral countnes. 

Defense Monester V ary itssotrs reportedly has ordered the 
military leadershep to study the possibility of creating a 

flexible force whose mission would be to deal with a 
threat that might arrse anywhere in Greece. 

Flexible Force 

Reports indicate that this force would possess a consid- 
erable airborne capability, heavy firepower, and a 
modern command and control system 

Reportedly 1t would not represent merely the re-creation 

of the Special Forces Command abolished in summer 

1987 by the PASOK [Panhellenic Socialist Movement] 
government for political reasons but rather a broader 
concept which would better serve the national needs and 
at the same tome take advantage of the Alhance’s new 
tendency to create smalicr but more flexible rapid- 
response forces 

Official sources explain, however. that the flexible force 
being studied by the Greek military leadership 1s not 
connected with the multinational rapid-response forces 
which Greece may jorn 

Difficulties 

The political and military leaderships will face consider- 
able difficultees—some of them very complex—in any 
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effort to re-create the Special Forces Division Command 
or create an entirely new flexrble force. However. the 
government will have to deal with them with ercat 
determination because of the dangcrous fluidity in the 

region, official sources in Athens say 

To begin with, well-informed sources say that any effort 
to re-create the Special Forces Division will meet with 
“politcal” opposition from the Coalition fof the Left 

and Progress] and PASOK. 

However. these same sources say thal the opposition 
partses have to ect over thew “dictatonal conspiracy” 

compiles, which 1s an insult to the entire officer corps and 
shows a total lack of confidence im the stability of 
Greece's democratic institutions 

The second difficulty that will have to be faced im 
re-creating the Special Forces Division or creating a 
flexible force with an independent command will 
undoubtedly come from the Army General Staff, which 
iS Certainly unhappy about the idca of any force not 

under its absolute command 

The third difficulty 1s the cost of creating—and particu- 

larly of equipping—a flexible force. which must possess 
heavy firepower, a mayor airborne capability. and a 
modern command and control system 

During his visit to the United States. National Defense 
Minister Varvitsiots informed his American counter- 

part, [Secretary of Defense] Dick Cheney. of the Greek 

Army's need for transport helicopters (increased aur- 

borne capability), new artillery systems. including the 

MLRS [multuple-launch rocket system] (heavy fire- 
power), and wired and wireless communications. How- 
ever, this was a general list of Army General Staff needs 

and did not include those of a possible fexrble force 

Above and beyond mecting Greece's national needs and 
dealing with her special security problems. today the 
Ministry of National Defense must also pay particular 

attention to NATO's strategy review. The consequences 
of that will be long term and undoubtedly will affect 
Greece's special security problems 

It os thought that NATO's new strategic concept may 
lead to climination of its various headquarters. If this 
actually comes about, it will be good for Greece. because 

the Izmir allied headquarters 1s in full operation in 
Turkey. while the question of the Larisa headquarters 
operational responsibility still has not been settled 

* Recent Student Election Results Detailed 

Y/ESO813C Athens 1 KATHIMERINT in Greek 
10 May 91 ps 

[Afr. Kouremenou article: “The Winners: Abstention 
and Democratic Renewal Vanguard, New Democracy 
Student Party Comes in First for Fifth Consecutive 
Year, Drops About 4 Percent in Vote} 
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[Text] With 21.941 votes (43.18 percent of the total), the 
DhAP-NDhFK [Democratic Renewal Vanguard-New 
Democratic Student Movement] came in first im the stu- 
dent clecthons. Theis year a total of 51.375 students voted, 
down 5.896 from last vear’s 57.271. with no elections at all 

held in enght schools. According to DhAP’s estimates, 
abstentions increased by 5-6 percent to approximately 54 

percent. For the fifth consecutive year DhAP came in first, 
although its vo.c declined by almost 4 percent. since last 
vear tt had 26.421 votes (46.8 percent) 

PASP [Panhellenic Milttant Student Faction] gained 
both in percentage and in votes. according to DhAP’s 
figures. with 22.80 percent and | 1.886 votes. The groups 
supporied by the Coalition jof the Left and Progress] 
suffered a significant loss, dropping to 4.827 votes (9.5 
percent), while the Single Independent Leftrst Move- 

ment [EAAK] (supported by the New Left Current, 
EKON [Greek Communist Youth] Rigas Feraros, and 
the Leftsst Rallies) received 6.433 votes (12.66 percent) 

In an unprecedented failure. the Central Counc: of the 
EFEE [National Student Union of Greece] was unable to 
issuc Official results since the DhAP and Coalition 
representatives walked out in protest at the other mem- 

bers’ stance. Nine of the 21 remaming members then 
issued their own results, which representatives of PASP., 
the New Left Current. and EKOON Rigas Feraios also 
signed. Those results, which DhAP claims are distorted, 

give DhAP 40.61 percent, PASP 25.21 percent, EAAK 
18.60 percent. and the Coalition 9.10 percent 

DhAP tssucd a statement on those results, declaring inter 
aha that “at appears that the PASOK [Panhellenic 
Socialist Movement] student organization, the Crapsas 

group, and the Rallies could not bear to see DhAP’s 
trumph im the student clections. They therefore 
attempted up to the last moment to suppress the 
unpleasant results and altered others to give the impres- 
sion that DhAP has 2-3 percent less than ut actually 

docs.” In conclusion. DhAP challenges the nine EFEE 
members to rsuc a detailed breakdown of their figures. 
or clse to audit DhAP’s figures 

The TEI's [Lechnical Educational Institutions] 

Inthe TEDs. DRAP came in first with 38.6 percent of the 
vote, according to the results nsued by the National 

Student Unron of Greece [ESEE, different than the 
EFEE) PASP came im second with 36.4 percent, the 
Coalition got 9.3 percent, and the New Left Current 7.1 

percent. DhAP puts the results as follows: DhAP 39.8 

percent (7.188 votes), PASP 31.8 percent (5,723 votes). 
the groups supported by the Coalitvon 12.2 percent 
(2.164 votes). and those supported by the New Left 
Current 4.3 percent (774 votes) 

[Box, p 5] 

The DhAP-NDIEFA victory in the student clections makes 
it incumbent on the government to respond even better to 

the hopes and cxpectatrons of the younger generation, 
Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakrs told DhAP rep- 
resentatives when he met with them vesterday. Mitsotakis 

noted at the same tome thai the victory shows that “the 
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New Democracy government enjoys the confidence of the Ecolagyets S33 10s 4) 38 
young people.” He also congratulated the DhAP officers ——t —— 

“for the extraordinary results they achieved in yesterday's MesceHancous | ne a Oe. os |; «8 
elecuons.” In addition. government spokesman Viron Blane 2 3.35 1.737 308 

Polidhoras stated. “The government has heeded the young These are the totals from all AEI schools as ssued bv DRAP-NDAFK 
people's message and will be bold.” 

Totals for I ET's a . : . . : 
Totals for AE Is [Higher Educational Institutions] . . _ _ 
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Paper Comments on International Force in South 

NC2606094091 Istanbul MILLIYET in Turkish 
23 Jun YI pil 

(Coskun Kirca column: “Is There a Need For a Base in 
Silopi””} 

[Excerpts] The EC members, Britain and France in partic- 
ular, are reported to have asked the United States to agree 
to the deployment of an international force in southeastern 
Turkey (possibly im Silopi) as a deterrent against the 
renewed violation of the hurnan nghts of Iraqi citizens by 
the Baghdad Administration. The United States 1s 
reported to have agreed to the request. President Turgut 
Ozal reportedly is said to have adopted a positive 
approach on the proposal made to Turkey on the matter. 
However, has Turgut Ozal consulted with the National 
Security Council or with Yildirim Akbulut, who has 
resigned as the prime munuister but who 1s currently the 
caretaker of affairs, before he moved to leak the informa- 
tion on his positive approach to the foreign press” Or, has 

he consulted with Mesut Y:imaz. whom he has appointed 
as the new prime minister-designaic” 

It 1s impossible to find a reference or a clause in the 
NATO Agreement, Defense and Economic Cooperation 
Agreement, and the resolutions adopted by the Turkish 
Grand National Assembly [TGNA] on the Gulf crisis 
which provide for the presence of foreign troops in 

Turkey for the purpose of protecting the people in 
northern Iraq. No resolution was adopted by the TGNA 

to allow foreign military operations in Turkey. In view of 
this, the acceptance of the new proposal without an 
appropriate resolution adopted by the TGNA would be a 

serious violation of the constitution. [passage omitted] 

Two questions should be asked in connection with the 

essence of the problem. Is a new offensive by the 
Baghdad Administration against the people in northern 
Iraq, an offensive which may result in the persecution of 
human nights. possibile” If so. then 1s it not possible to 
obstruct such an offensive im any other way” 

The United States recently denied the reports that the 
Baghdad administration would launch an attack on the 
Shite population in southern frag on the grounds that 
no evidence existed to confirm Baghdad's intention. Nor 
18 there an indication at the present time to prove that 

Saddam Husayn has drawn up a plan to attack northern 
Iraq. The matter is a rumor spread by the insurgent 
leaders in northern Iraq who have been carried away by 
fear. [passage omitted) 

The establishment of a base in Silopi will not only have 

unnecessary adverse effects on Turkey's relations with 
Iraq and with the other Arab countries, but also inspire 
hope in the separatist clements in Turkey. It must not be 

forgotien that Irae reached an agreement with the 
United Nations some time ago for the arrangement of 
humanitarian activities in the region. Iraq also agreed to 
the presence of a UN peacekeeping force in the region 
Meanwhile, the United States disclosed that it will place 
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the camps that have been established for the refugees in 

northern Iraq under the responsibility of the UN peace- 

keeping force when ut decides to withdraw from the 
region. The sanctsons that have been imposed on Irag 
can be used as a means of legal pressure on Baghdad 
Understanding the reason why an effort 1s being made to 
establish a foreign base in Turkey when a possibility 
cxrsts to resolve the problem in accordance with the 
provisions of international law 1s impossible 

Turkey must oppose the establishment of such a base on 

its land and insist that the required measures be taken by 

the United Nations. A BBC correspondent who inter- 
viewed me said that the United Nations does not have 
the required funds. Is he not aware that the UN peace- 
keeping force operations are realized through supple- 
mentary budgets and special donations’ Since the 
Western couniries have the funds for such missions. then 

why do they not make the necessary allocations for the 
establishment of a UN peacekeeping force” Is 1 true that 
this question alone 1s enough to create the anaxicty that 
political il-intent cxrsts on the maticr’ Whose favor rs 

President Turgut Ozal trying to win and why. particu- 

larly with very little popular support’ 

Foreign Ministry Denies Existence of New Map 

142606154991 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 

im Turkish 1800 GMT O68 Jun 9! 

[Text] Foreign Ministry Deputy Spokesman Ferhat 
Ataman has declared that reports that a map has been 
prepared on the Cyprus rssuc and that the Turkish side rs 

being forced to make big territornal concessions are a 
figment of the imagination. Ataman sand that Rauf 
Denktas, president of the Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus, has also denied the carstence of such a map at 

the end of his visit to Turkey 

Akbulut Criticizes Ozal for Supporting \ ilmaz 

142706090091 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 
OR30 GMT 27 Jun 9! 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—After losing his party's leadership 
two weeks ago in the congress. former Premier Yildirim 
Akbulut voied reaction to President Turgut (zal and 
the new Premier Mesut Yilmaz, announcing that he will 
not cast a vote of confidence for the new government 

Akbulut was appointed premicr in November 1989 by 

President Turgut Ozal, who was the ruling Motherland 
Party's (ANAP) founder and leader as prime minister 
until then. Akbulut was defeated by his mval Mesut 
Yilmaz in the party's congress and handed the post of 

premicrship and ANAP Icadership to Yilmaz 

Speaking to journalists Sunday afternoon at the prime 

ministerial mansion, Akbulut criticised President Turgut 

Oval for supporting Yilmaz in the congress 
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Akbulut saed that the Cankaya (meaning. the presidential 

palace) had carned oul an operation to make Yilmaz the 

party leader. with calculatuons to guaranice its own posi- 
ton 

He also accused President (zal of pacifying the nation- 

alist- conservative fraction of the party 

“This (selectron of Yilmaz) 1s a conclusion of a onc- 

year-long operation and the owner of this scenario 1s the 

“upper positron” (meaning. the president) 

“This ts a plot deviced to take himself (Ovzal) under 

guarantee.” he sand 

“Mr. President was regarding the nationalist- 
conservative fraction of the party as a burden and now 

thes fractoon has been cleared off.” he added 

Akbulut sand that he had made three big arguments with 

(zal during hes premiership and had come to the verge 
of resigning during the protest march of the miners of the 

Black Sea city of Zonguidak. to Ankara 

Akbulut also clanmed that newly -clected Premicr \ ilmaz 
will never oppose the ideas of the president 

“The president. even though he stated that he will 

remain neutral. spent efforts together with his wife 
neighbours. nurse. doctor and tailor, im favour of Yil- 
maz. he sard 

“You are the president. Why did you leave the party and 

become president if vou lhked politics so much” Since 
you are the president. remain where you are.” Aktulut 

sand, addressing (zal 

Akbulut himself had been critecrsed often by the press, of 
remaining dependent and acting in line with the pres- 
dent. during hes premiership 

The former premicr said that the natronalist- 
conservative fraction of the ANAP to which he belongs. 
was being regarded as “reactionaries.” 

However, he recalled that President Ozal was once a 
member of the fundamentalist National Salvation Party 

(MSP) and has now deviated from hus beliefs on 1983 

“Even if he treed for a hundred vears. the president can 

not reach my level of progressiveness.” he sand 

“During the voting of confidence (for the new government) 
I shall not attend the parhament session.” he concluded 

TURKEY 3 

ANATOLIA Analyzes New Yilmaz Government 

142606132091 Ankara ANATOLIA im English 
0940 GMT 26 Jun 91 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—Polincal circles think the new 
government of Mesut Yilmaz may take the country to 
legislative clectons. 

The new government was formed by Mesut Yilmaz. who 
was clected to the chairmanship of the ruleng Mother- 
land Party (ANAP) on June 15, and was endorsed as 
prime minister by President Turgut Ozal and announced 
his new government on June 22. 

The new Yilmaz government 1s considered an attempt to 
give a new look to ANAP. which 15 stcadily losing 
popularity. so that 1 may win the elections. 

Yilmaz himself confirmed at his first news conference on 
June 22 that the possibility of carly elections existed. 

Yilmaz maintained 10 of the cabinet ministers from his 
predecessor Yildirim Akbulut's government “to keep the 
balance among the party wings.” 

The program of the new government will be read on 
Monday [as received] in the extraordinary session of 
parhament which 1s al recess al present. 

The vote of confidence will be sought on July 5. 

Professionwise the weight 1s on engineers and architects 
in Yilmaz’s government 

There are also 11 economists, 6 lawyers, 2 doctors and | 
pharmacist im the cabinet 

The average age of the cabinet 1s 48.53 

Istanbul has given 6 ministers to the cabinet 

Ankara follows with 3 ministers 

At his first news conference following the announcement 
of his new government. Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz 
said their arm was to take ANAP to victory in the next 
legislative elections, legally due in autumn of 1992. 

He added that the new government's aim was to reduce 
the injustice on the distribution of income under which 
9) percent of the population is suffering economically 

difficult days 

He noted that ANAP emerged from its 3rd general 
congress with a new outlook 

Meanwhile. the former prime minister and chairman of 
ANAP. who was defeated at the congress by a small 
margin, evaluated the new government as having been 
hased on private interests and claimed the cabinet mem- 

bers would not be able to work in harmony 

This is taken as a sign that peace will not be attained 

soon mm ANAP 
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Officials Deny Report on Early Election Demand 

7TA2606175091 Ankara ANATOLIA om Turkoch 

1540 GMT 26 Jun 9! 

[Text] Ankara (AA}—Presidential spokesman Kaya 
Topen has declared that the report published im the 
istanbul newspaper BAYRAM under the headline “the 
Army Asked for Early Elections” 1s “enterely wmaginar,y 
and false.” 

Topen issued the following press release on the maticr 

“The report published in the 26 June 1991 rssuc of the 
Istanbul newspaper BAYRAM under the headlines “We 
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Are Exposing the Secret Ozal-Gures Mecting’ and “the 
Army Asked for Early Electsons’ 1s entirely a figment of 
the smaginateon. There 1s a lesson to be icarned from thrs 
report om that ot reveals the truce faces of those who claim 
to be the champions of democracy, as well as thei 

subconscious aspirations lke “memorandum and ‘mull- 

lary mierventson. and them shameful antidemocratx 
atistude. whech ts incompatible with democracy or the 

cursting atmosphere of peace and prospernty.~ 

The cheef of the General Staffs Office also sssued a 

Statement denying the same report m today’s BAYRAM 

newspaper 
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